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Under Secretary of Labor for Labor-Managemart
Malian and Cooperative Programs. The meedng
provided an opportunity for a frank exchange of
views on a wide roue of issues but did not strive to
reach consensus or make policy recommendations.

Rd lowing a keynote speech by Malcolm Lovell
of the Labor and Management Institute of George
Washington University, the group discussed four
broad topics. (1) the overall skill and employment
effects of new technologies, (2) health and safety
challenges resulting from the adoption of new tech-
nologies, (3) strategies and tactics for improving
labor-management relations in the adoption of new
technologies, and (4) the role of public and private
training and retraining Forams. The discussion
was guided by a paper and presentation by an ex-
pert in each of these four was: Professor Paul
Osterman of the Sloan School of Management at
the Massachusetts Institute of lbchnology, Profes-
sor Michael Smith of the University of Wisconsin-
Madison, Professor Robert McKersie of the Sloan
School and Professor Richard Walton of the Har-
vard Business School, and Robert Zager of the
Work in America Institute.

The report contains the discussion papers, as
well as summaries of the remarks of Malcolm
Lovell and highlights of the discussion on each
topic. On behalf of the Panel on 'lbchnology and
Employment and the Department of Labor, the edi-
tors thank all of those who participated in the
meeting, as well as the staff who contributed to its
successAllan Hoffman, Barbara Candland, and
Dennis Houlihan of the Committee on Science, En-
gineering, and Public Policy; and Richard Shore of
the Department of Labor. Preparation and editing
of the conference proceedings were aided by sup-
port from the Center for Research in Management
of the Walter A. Haas School of Business, Univer-
shy of California at Berkeley.

The opinions expressed in this report are those
of the conference participants and do not represent
positions of the Panel on lbchnology and Employ-
ment; the Committee on Science, Engineering, and
Public Policy; the National Academy of Sciences;
the National Academy of Engineering; the Institute
of Medicine; the US. Department of Labor; or
other sponsors of the Panel's activities.



The Challenge

The challenge facing the conference was de-
scribed by Malcolm Lovell of the Labor and
Management Institute at George Washington

University, Washington, D.C. Lovell pointed out
that technology plays as important role in deter-
mining the organization of work in industry and
commerce and influences the structure of labor-
management relations. Changes in labor-
management relations have often been driven by
technological change. Early craft unions in Europe
and the United States emenpd from a work system
that depended on the tools of the craftsmen and
the skills of the workers using those tools. The
mass production technologies of the late 19th and
20th centuries and the associated deskilling of many
industrial tasks gave rise to "vertical" unions organ-
ized by industry, rather than by craft. An adversar-
ial system of labor-management relations, balk.: in
large part on in dustry-wkle collective bargaining,
matured in this environment.

In recent years, dramatic change in pr Auction
technologks has been associated with two diametri-
c* opposed approaches to labor-management re-
Mons. One approach emphasizes the development
of a cooperative relationship and strives to increase
worker commitment to the firm, for example,
through efforts to enhance employment security:

We have sum the beginning in some inchs .

tries of move may front the prevailing ad-
versarial relationship to new cooperative
mode M which the radon commits itself to
the economic success of the erikwprbe, and
the management of the business accepts
nay of the union and worker goals as its
own. Most noteworthy is that some manage-
ments we now recogradng a tradeoff be-
tween employment security and waiter com-
mitment to the firm.

An alternative approach tries to exclude organ-
ized labor altogether from the workplace. Lovell
argued that growing management opposition to
unions and two other factorsthe declining share
of the work force in traditionally unionized manu-
facturing industries and some erosion in workers'
belief in the value of collective strength during
times of economic prosperity-- -have contributed to
a decline in union ranks in the US. from 35 percent
of the work force in the 1950s to less than 17 pir-
cent currently.

Although union power in a number of indus-
tries and in the political arena has declined, Lovell
argued that few knowledgeable people seriously
question the role of unions as an important non-
governmental institution that acts as a counter-
weight to corporate economic power over working
men and women. This is especially true when cor-
porate ownership in many sectors is changing rap-
idly, often reducing any sense of traditional obliga-
tions or beliefs.

Lovell suggested that new technologies support
the delegation of greater responsibility to shopfloor
workers as advanced communications and informa-
tion technologies make some crimpommts of middle
management redundant. Although the deskilling of
work is still a management option, it is being chal-
lenged by an "upskilling" approach to work organi-
zation that is often necessary to produce higher-
quality products. The more highly educated, better-
trained employees in today's work force respond
positively to collegial rather than authoritative man-
agement systems. This new environment presents
both managers and the leadership of organized la-
bor with eugnifkant challengs.

'Riming to the public policy arena, Lovell de-
scribed four broad areas in which structural change
in the economy, new technologies, and the changing
demographic structure of the U.S. population and

S
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work force would require new thinking. Although
workers with strong basic skills should not face se-
rious difficulties in obtaining quality Jobs, many of
the individuals entering the U.S. labor force during
the not decade will lack the foundation of basic
skills on which employers can develop new job-
related skills. The less-educated suffer higher rates
of unemployment, are more apt to fall into poverty,
and have substantially less social mobility and em-
ployment security:

As a society we will have to do better in our
elicits to maim adegtuite educational achieve-
ment a reality for aft Americans. It maims no
economic sense Vio spurn technological
change and opt br low value-added work to
most the needs of the disedvmstaged. It Is
far, far better to embark on the difficult but
more revanthrig venture of eNninating the
causes of poor educational performance.

New technologies have both positive and nega-
tive implications for workplace health and safety.
Ahhough the workplace is a safer environment than
it was earlier in this century, Lovell noted the pres-
ence of different and potentially serious health ef-
fects produced by new technologies. Perhaps of
greatest concern are the uncertain, unknown, and
often latent risks associated with chemical, biologi-
cal, and electronic technologies. Unfortunately, few
if any of these risks can be prevented by wearing
hard hats and safety shoes. Public policies address-
ing these hazards, including the regulation of work-
place safety and health, will require attention in the
near future.

Another area in which technological change is
affecting the substance of policy debates, Lovell
noted, is labor law. If the adversarial relationship

2

between labor and management has indeed becorc
outmoded as a result of technological and other
sources of change, US. labor laws, drafted on the
assumption that this relationship must ce confron-
tational, are overdue for revision:

Our War law area a product of a former
awe, an outdated work construct, and a work
force by values and seeking goals dif-
food in many ways from those of today.
These laws Imo based on the outmoded as-
sumplon that the pr. es have inconwatible
obfectives and that Lvov area condemned to
neverending advereadid relationship. Such
relationsi0 Is inconsistent with the nation's
need for competitive enterprise and its coo-
current need for a more committed work
force actively sharierg in the process of cor-
perste governance.

A final policy issue that stems from demo
graphic and political factors and interacts with
changing technology is national immigration policy.
Should the legal immigrant mix be changed to favor
more highly educated and skilled people, as is pro-
"osed in recently introduced federal kgiziation?
Lovell noted that this issue has traditionally been a
matte, of conflict between business and labor.

Lovell concluded his assessment by:

We have an Interesting day In store for us
tomorrow. The interplay of new technologies
with labor and human resource policies is
beet contemplated in the totality of develop-
ing workpbce concerns. I look forward to
joinirg all of you tomorrow as we begin our
discussion of these most challenging
issues.



Opening Discussion

At the opening of the day-long discussion,
participants were welcomed by cochairmen
John Stepp and Richard Cyert. Stepp re-

called the 1966 report of the Presidential Commis-
sion on 'technology, Automation, and Economic
Progress. He quoted with approval the report's
statement that "technology is not a vessel into
which people are to be pouted and to which they
must Le rte," and expressed the view that

. is technology that must be molded
to mesh with the cgmbMtles, needs, and
preferences of workers who must operate
the machines of morbotion. What we must
drive for In the yews ahead is means
of reconciling the aims and purposes of la-
bor and numagemerd In an arrangement
whinety they can work together in fashion-
ing new teclmokVes that area as sock*
=loft Ave as they me economically
effided.

Timm is every reason to believe, he asserted,
that men and women of good will can design and
implement tomorrow's technology in ways that ad-
vance the interests and needs of all stakeholders.

Adding his welcome, Richard Cyert pointed
ow. that the U.S. is now part of a global economy.
No longer does this nation have (if indeed it ever
had) a monopoly on industrial knowledge, knowl-
edge which now moves very rapidly around the
world. Productivity growth, which relies on a
strong technological foundation, is essential to
competitiveness:

. . pmeeucthrity depends very, moll, heiwily
on kitocw-management relationsh4m. . . .' ay . . we lave real opportunity to
pool the *valence of a number of leaders

In managmnent and labor and from acad-
emic life. . . . We cat look at approaches
that appear to assist In the cooperative
adoption of new technologies, and . . at
the imams that hmede or support the imp*.
mentadon of these approaches.

A number of participants acknowledged the
importance of establishing mutual trust between
workers and management and the need to share the
gains resulting from new technologies to maintain
the international competitiveness of the American
economy. Participants also expressed considerable
interest in learning from the experiences of other
companies and other unions. Discussing the impor-
tance of more rapid productivity growth and tech-
nology's role in achieving it, Thomas Donahue
(Secretary-Tieasurer, AFL-C10) noted that

. . we need to see the prospect of gain
sharing In the application of that technology
and in thir enhancement of that producthrfty.
Wrapped into all of those problems for us, I
think, is the question of cooperation. . . .
Certainty none of the trade unkmists at this
table would depute the %graft, of that coop-
eration, but [We are concentedj about coop-
erding in ways In which we do not lose our
Identity or lose our effective bergainhig
power because, until the milionnkan and un-
til we all have the same concepts of gain
s h a r i n g , w o r k e r s are g o i n g to need a n e f f e c -

t i v e f o r c e to r e p r e s e n t them. . . .

Presenting the perspective of a large employer
in a high-technology industry, Larry McKean (Vice
President, Corporate Labor Relations, Boeing Com-
pany) noted that, during the past year, his firm ha .1
introduced 2,000 new chemicals into the workplace.

1 0 3



A number of these now associated with the large-
scale we of nonmetallic composite materhds, while
others were responses to feral airworthiness and
product allay directives. Boeing workers had =-
pressed growing concern about apparently adwrse
reactions to some of these clunnicat. McKean
noted the importance for Bach* of worker saitty
and expressed a strong desire to learn from others
in dealing with the health and safety implications
of rapid mhnolograd change.

John Jordan (Senior Vice President, Corporate
Development and Human Resources, Bethlehem
Ste,i Corporation) emphasized the importance of
the 'We and philosophy of the chief etecutive of-

4

finer in establishing the tone for corporate labor
relations: ". . . ft makes all the difference in the
world in a corporation in terms of how you get
things done. . . ." Responding to a number of
comments about the development of knowledge
among workers and managers of "best practice"
methods for managing the adoption of new tech-
nologies, Robert Zager noted that many of these
practices are not new, but haw been around for
nearly a centurya ftmdamental issue, which re-
ceived attention throughout the course of the day
and raised questions as to why they have not been
as pted more widely.
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New Technology and the 1111
Organization of Work:
A Review of the Issues

A Paper Premed by
Paid Oatwman

Sloan School of Management
Milt

vayone knows that new technologies will
reshape work. Everyone also knows that this
reconfiguration will have deep impacts upon

butte of workers across occupations and
lima and upon the skills which employees will be
expected to bring to work. The rub comes when we
move beyond these easy generalizations. What will
be the "job description" of the white collar or pro-
duction worker in the 1990s? Will their work be-
come more or less skilled, broader or narrower?
How will the organizational transformations in-
duced by information technology feed back upon
careers?

This paper will attempt to answer these ques-
tions, but we will not pretend that there is any sin-
gle identifiable impact which flows automatically
from the nature of the technology and which the
discerning researcher can extract and klentify. In-
stead our view is that the impact is contingent upon
decisions made by individuals and institutions. In
some citrumstances, technology will lead to one set
of outcomes while in Wier settings the same tech-
nolog will have quite different effects. We will also
atgrw that efforts to implement new technologies in
a manner which combines high productivity with
Woad skilled jobs and an acceptable degree of em-
ployment security will require innovation in labor-
management relations.

Our perspective stands in contrast to the more
traditional argument. In this viewwhich has long
&abated both scholarly and popular thinking
there is a single optimum way to configure a given

technoka. Much of the employment system sur-
rounding the technology is therefore simply deriva-
tive of that techrufty. The only real challenge is to
discover that optimum arrangement and move to-
ward it as quickly as possible. Also implicit in this
view is that the technology in some sense drive` Its
users toward the optimum, and so over time if we
observe firms employing the same technology, wr.
will also observe very similar employment systems
and productivity.

What evidence is there of the %%liable impact of
technology? Numerous observers have noted that sim-
ilar or identical technologies are used in dramatically
different ways in different settings. For sample:

In recent studies of automobile production,
researchers have been able to hold the level of
technology constant and examine several mea-
sures of productivity: High technology strate-
gies in the absence of human resource innova-
tions do not achieve productivity pins.
However, even modest investmans in technol-
ogy when combined with flexible labor prac-
tices lead to significant productivity improve-
mesas (ICrakik, 1988).

Another striking example is provided by a
study of the implementation of fkatible manu-
facturing systems conducted by Jaikumar
(1986). He compared similar FMS systems in
firms in the United States and in Japan. In
Japan, the time it took to develop the system



was half that of the United States, the num-
ber of different parts the Japanese set-ups
produced was much higlatr, the labor require-
ments lower, the fraction of the day the ma-
chines ran was higher, and total output was
higher. Jaikumar attributed these differences
to the skill level of the labor force and the
amount of training provided by firms, i.e., to
human resource policy.

These, of course, are just examples, and we
need more evidence before the point is established
(and additional material provided throughout the
paper). It is also important to remember that the
point can be exaggerated: The nature of a technol-
ogy does set limits or establish patterns. For exam-
ple, Piore and Sabel (1984) distinguish between
Bible and mass production technologies and ar-
gue that the possibilities of each are quite different
with respect to a range of issues, including shop-
floor relations and macro-economic policy. This
point is similar to the long- standing discussion in
the sociology literature concerning the relationship
between technology and organizational form
(Thompson, 1967; Woodward, 1965). Nonetheless,
it is apparent that one cannot understand outcomes
by reference to technology alone; additional consid-
erations must be brought to bear.

Because of this variation, the most useful role
for a paper like this is to identify the ramp of the
possible outcomes and attempt to explain what fac-
tors determine which path the impact will follow. In
the first half of the paper, we examine the descrip-
tive evidence and try to summarize the facts regard-
ing how new information technologies alter job de-
sign. In the second half, we consider what lies
behind the considerable variation in outcomes. We
close with some questions which policy makers
might consider.

The lisditionel Debate About Job Design
Do new technologies lead to more narrow and

deskilled work or to broader more complex jobs?
Which course is the most desirable from the (differ-
ing) perspectives of the several interested parties?
These two questions, the first empirical and the
second normative, have dominated debate on this
topic.

Followers of Frederick 'Baylor believe that there
is a single best way to accomplish any task. This
"best way" can be discovered by management ex-
perts and then conveyed to the labor force. The key
assumption is that the labor force has nothing to
contribute to the production process. In effect, em-
ployees are simply appendages to machines, and
therefore the most cost-effective approach is to
drive skill out of work and operate with as low-
cost a labor force as possible. This motivation may
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be supplemented by a desire to limit employee
knowledge of the production process and hence
concentrate power in management hands.

Although few people would identify thesis
with as crude a view as the foregoing, it seems hard
to deny that these attitudes underlie much of the
American production system. In both union and
non-union settings, narrow job categories, strict
work rules, lack of sharing of information concern-
ing new technology, and the general absence of in-
volwment of workers in planning production all
flow from a Thyloristic approach to organizing
work.

Implicit in this line of thought is the assump-
tion that new technologies, by replacing human
skill and judgment, deskill the labor force. Such
deskilling is seen as technically efficient and as a
nearly inevitable consequence of the technology. A
good illustration of the kind of innovation which
(seemingly) fits this logic is the advent of electronic
switching in the telephone industry. Prior to the
introduction of electronic digital switching, the re-
pair of mechanical switching equipment was a
highly skilled craft job in which an individual devel-
oped a substantial "feel" for the equipment. Wires
would break, circuits would fail, foreign matter
would get into the equipment, and the craftsper-
son's job was to find and fix the fault. By contrast,
the new system is essanially a computer. The rate
of mechanical failure is low, and repairs are more
straightforward in that modular boards can be re-
mowd and inserted. Software failures are more
likely to be the province of programmers than craft-
people. All of this is not to argue that the new re-
pair jobs are not skilled. However, the nature of the
skill has changed considerably, and it is arguably
the case that from the former craft perspective the
job has been deskilled.

It is possible to argue that the move to elec-
tronic switching and the shift in job boundaries
which ensued were due to the characteristics of the
technology itself, in that the substitution of com-
puters, or "boxes" as they are derisively termed by
telephone people, inevitably implied a loss of skill
on the part of the craftsmen. For this reason, the
introduction of electronic switching can stand as an
illustration of the "technological imperative" per-
spective (although even this proposition is open to
some question, since it begs the issue of whether
the o7d craftsmen were taught the new programming
skills).

Whereas the -*floristic perspective held sway
for many years, recently the burden of opinion has
swung against it. Mao points are notable about the
shift. First, much of the impetus has come from
observations of how work is organized in other
countries, not just Japan but also European nations
such as Germany and Sweden. In each of these na-
tions, high quality, efficiency, and cost advantages

13



seem to accrue from empowering, not deskilling,
the labor force. Second, these lessons seem to hold
across a range of technology, from relatively simple
to highly sophisticated.

Perhaps the most persuasive evidence comes
from that most ihyloristic of industries, automobile
production. The Japanese organize their production
systems in a way which permits extensive worker
interaction with technology and this seems to have
large payoffs. A striking way of capturing this no-
tion is the phrase "giving wisdom to the machine,"
which Shimada and MacDuflie (1986) use to de-
scribe the interaction of Japanese production work-
as and technology. They define the concept as
follows:

This refers to innovative activities carded
out through the joint efforts of production
workers, enOnsers, and supervisors do the
attempt to improve the aqvability of ma-
chines and production systems by modifying
or adding Mama functions to them. . . .
A second component ds sell-menegmnent of
the work process, which contributes sub-
itentially to the self-generating kmovative
property of the system. . . . While produc-
tion stanthxds and the beak friunenvork of
work =Mods are given by engineering re-
quirements, production workers have the
allacwetion and responsibility for specifying
work content . . and Ithey1 revise them
continuously, based on their daily produc-
tion experience.

There are similar examples from other indus-
tries. For example, in a study of circuit board de-
sign, Salzman (1985) examined whether computer-
assisted design (CAD) technology deskilled circuit
board designers. His conclusion was that it did not.
While it was possible to use a relatively unskilled
employee and a CAD system to design a board, the
outcome was not satisfactory. There was enough
non-programmable Intuition and "feel" required
that the prevailing view was that such a board
"would look like a board designed by - computer."
Far better results flowed from using t new tech-
nology but making it a tool in the hands of skilled
workers.

Evidence along titer lines is accumulating.
This evidence contributes to a more general phe-
nomenon, the reconsideration of work organization
induced by more volatile and competitive markets
and by evidence that less rigid forms of work orga-
nization are more productive. Therefore, what is
special about the current period is that the organi-
zation of work is being reconsidered, and the im-
pact of new technologies can best be understood in
the contact of this broader reconsideration. Firms,
unions, and outside observers are asking whether a
continued adherence to the ihyloristic strategy

makes sense or whether alternative models should
be considered and adopted. What gives It even
greater urgency is that we are in the midst of a wave
of new computer-driven technologies. We now ask
how the character of these innovations alters the
terms of the traditional discussion.

How Information Uchnology Changm the
Thrum of the Debate

Why has the discussion about technology taken
on new urgency? After all, technological innovation
is hardly a new phenomenon in the American econ-
omy. What lies behind current concerns is the per-
ception that information, or computer-based tech-
nologies, represents a departure.

There are three distinctive aspects of the tech-
nology which shape its impact upon the organiza-
tion of work. These are:

111 Tighter integration across functions and
tighter inter-dependencies of activities;

0 More rapid speed and real-time response;

FP More costly consequences of emors and
breakdowns.

Beginning with the first point, computers and
information technology link previously semi-
independent aspects of the production system more
closely. This is true for both blue and white collar
work.

Paul Adler (1986) provides a persuasive exam-
ple of this phenomenon from banking. Vastly over-
simplifying Adler's description, one can speak of a
transition between two states. Prior to the introduc-
tion of computers, the processing of customer re-
quests and accounts by the "front office" resulted
in a paper flow to the "back office" which was
entered into account records. Each of these clusters
of activities involved numerous steps, but there
were various checks on errors. Because of the paper
flow, an error made by a teller could be caught by a
back office processor. Under the new regime, com-
puters integrated the two functions to the point that
tellers introduce data directly into the bank's ac-
count data base. This led to great efficiencies but
also to considerable risk. The point here is that a
series of separate functions were tightly linked
together.

A good manufacturing analogy is flexible man-
ufacturing systems (FMS). These automated systems
typically consist of a series of machine tools for
cutting combined with materials moving, produc-
tion planning, and inventory control systems. All of
these are under the control of common computer
systems, and these systems also include extensive
monitoring and simulation capacities. What in the
past had been a series of separate work stations ate
now linked, and the activities of one are tightly in-
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terwoven with the activities of the mt. However,
the integration extends beyond the simple notion of
physically linking work sites; much tighter links
evolve between different ftructirns such as planning,
control, and operations. These different functions
now share a common real-time data base (Graham
and Rosenthal, 1986).

The second distinctive characteristic of new
technologies is speed, and it should be clear from
the foregoing examples that the speed of system
performance imams as functions are linked to-
gether by computer. In one sense, the production
system becomes much more powerful than before.
However., it is also important to realize that the
consequences of errors increase sharpl. lb borrow
the language of Shimada and MacDuffie (1987),
the production systems become less "robust" and
more "fragile."

In a robust production system, an error or de-
lay in one part of the system does not reverberate
with serious consequences elsewhere. For example,
if there are quality problems with several cars they
are taken off line for repair, and normal production
continues. Similarly, the system is protected from
external shocks becauft a large inventory of parts is
maintained on the premises. By contrast, in a frag-
ile system, quality is maintained on line as part of
the normal flow of production (each station is re-
sponsible for repairs), and inventory is kept to a
minimum through just-in-time systems.

In a number of ways, the fragile system is
quicker and more efficient. It saves in time because
of its high attention to quality at all points, and it
saves in money because ft need not maintain sepa-
rate repair staff or high inventories. However the
system is much more vulnerable to problems. The
system has low tolerances for failure, and each step
in the system is dependent on the successful opera-
tion of each other step. Errors are propagated by
virtue of the higher interdependence of the produc-
tion system. The adverse consequences of a prob-
lem are magnified.

Shimada and MacDuffie develop the distinc-
tion between fragile and robust production systems
in the context of their discussion of automobile
production, but the concepts apply just as well in
other settings. For example, Adler's example of a
bank, described above, demonstrates how the intro-
duction of information technology led to a more
fragile production system in a nonmanufactruing
environment.

Organizational and Human Resource
Implications

The technical characteristics described
abovetighter integration across functions, more
rapid response time, and increased fragility of the
system or costliness of errorscarry with them im-
plications for the organization of work within
firms.

S

Even casual reflection on the technical aspects
of the technology identified above raises questions
about the lityloristic strategy. In addition to the
more general case for a high-skill labor force
"giving knowledge to the machinethe character-
istics of information technology add additional rea-
sons for high skill. In an environment in which
activities are tightly linked and in which the costs
of errors are high, it does not pay to risk a labor
form which does not understand the system and
cannot respond to problems.

An example which links together these points is
provided in a report on the implementation of a
materials requirements planning (MRP) system in a
large aircraft manufacturer. (Schneider, Howard,
and Emspak, 1985). This co muter -based system
predicts parts needed in a manufacturing process
and schedules their arrival. It replaced a manual
system operated by white =Gar emplowes.
Although the MRP system had the potential to
achieve great efficiencies, it could only accomplish
this if the system operators maintained their old
skills while building up new ones. This was because
of the importance of exception processing, in which
"the role of the worker is to handle those frequent
situations where the computer system, however
technically sophisticated, is too crudely program-
med to respond to the complexities of the real
world" (p. 51). In addition, because the system cen-
tralized what have previously been dispersed respon-
sibilities, failures or problems had much wider mm-
ificatiorn than in the past. This increased the
knowledge requirements of the operators and also
implied that they exercise more judgment as to
when to override the system, lest important parts
not go to where they were most needed at the
moment.

This rationale for increased skill levels does
imply, however, that the nature of skill will shift.
The emphasis will move away from manual skills
and toward working with data and understanding
the operation of the entire system. Indeed, this as-
pect of information technology is at the heart of
Zuboff's (1988) distinction between automate and
infomate. Zaboff argues that information technol-
ogy will distance - Kern from the physical "feel"
of production and will require, instead, that they
learn the meaning of the data generated by comput-
er-driven processes and discover how to fit these
data together into a coherent understandins of the
process. A wry similar argument was previously
advanced by Hirschhorn (1984).

In order for firms to take advantage of the
possibilities of the technology, they must be willing
f.o teach employees enough for them to gain this
overall visini and then permit the labor force to act
upon it. 1.. is requires both a new version of skill,
from the labor force's wrspective, and a consider-
ably more trusting and teaching-oriented manage-
ment than has traditionally characterized American
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firms. As is apparent, then, this message is very
similar to the lessons claind from studies of Amer-
ican and Japanese auto production as well as from
other cases.

An important element of new skills required by
information technologies will be responsibility. In
most intnances, the system may perform well on its
own but the importance of spotting and
understanding malfunctions increases sharply. Some
resauchas argue that there is a dangesous irony
associated with this issue, Although the responsibil-
ity is great and the costs of failure very serious,
many monitoring jobs are boring for most of the
time. The consequence is that when problems do
occur workers may be in some psychological sense
unprepared (Hirschhorn, 1984).

Information technology will reshape work well
beyond its impact on speak jobs. The way jobs
link together will change, and new forms of work
organization and career patterns will emerge. Sev-
eral examples illustrate this point. On the produc-
tion floor, considerable evidence suggests that work
teams, in which job boundaries are quite diffuse,
are more productive than more traditional arrange.,
aients (Katz, Kochan, and Keefe, 1987). A useful
example along these lines, and one which harks
back to our earlier discussion, is provided by
Mac Duffle and Maccoby (1986). They describe
AT&T's move from mechanical to electronic switch-
ing and report n an initial effort by the company
to limit programming knowledge and diagnostic
skills to staff at central offices. In the field, under
this plan, the role of the technician was simply to
carry out repair orders. This led to considerable
organizational conflict, as experienced field workers
sought to maintain their power, and was inefficient
in that problems could be identified and repaired
more rapidly via cooperation. The benefits from
teams were established by the emergence of an in-
formal, and underground, effort by the field work-
ers to gain the knowledge and tools which the com-
pany sought to limit to central staff. Productivity
was higher when the underground worked.

The most significant development along these
lines is the tendency of information technologies to
break down organizational barriers. Within the
rum, separate functions such as design and manu-
facturing will be integrated more closely. Across the
firm, the boundary between customers and their
suppliers will become blurred, as the firms work
jointly on designing products and have access to
each other's databases for the purposes of ordering
Parts and updating inventory.

The dissipation of these traditional barriers has
several implications.

1. The traditional roles of supervisor and
manager change. We have already hinted at this
point. Because employees have more access to data,
they will take over many of the functions associated
with supervisors. For example, production planning,

inventory control, and quality control will increasingly
be under the control of employees. This will pose a
major threat to lower-level supervisors.

Just as employee roles will change, so will the
skills required to be an effective manager and su-
pervisor. As Zuboff (1988) has emphasized, teach-
ing skills will become increasingly important.
Managers will need to be willing to share their
knowledge of the production process and technol-
ogy with workers and, assuming they are willing,
they will need to learn tlw skills necessary to do so.

2. The stress induced by the role shifts out-
lined above may be exacerbated by another impact
of information technology. Based on a series of in-
terviews with managers, Attewell (1985) concludes
that the greater availability of data has two contra-
dictory impacts on managers' perceptions about
their jobs. On the one hand, they feel greater local
control because they have more information on
what is occurring in their area of responsibility. On
the other hand, they feel greater global vulnerabil-
ity. Because the information technology links to-
gether disparate areas of the organization, a given
manager is more immediately impacted by actions
elsewhere. This is a consequence of the shift dis-
cussed above toward a fragile system. Managers feel
a loss of control over events that affect their
performance.

3. The breaking down of intro- and intemr-
ganizational boundaries may also have significant
implications for careers, although these implications
are not yet well understood. As teams become a
more important organizational form, individuals
will need to learn new roles and skills, and promo-
tion patterns may shift (Ancona and Caldwell,
1987). For example, whereas in the past many firms
have emphasized technical abilities, in the future,
skills involving negotiation, persuasion, and con-
flict management will become salient. Furthermore,
difficult issues will arise regarding career tracks and
compensation, as the logic of production increases
the rate at which individuals move between different
units (for example, there is a trend for engineers to
"follow the product" from development labs to
manufacturing facilities), and this alters traditional
career paths (Westney and Sakakibara,1988).

Understanding the Variation in
lbchnology's impact

V. have argued that there is a debate, at the
level of practice, not simply theory, about how to
organize work. We have also argued that new tech-
nologies shift the weight o; considerations in the
direction of broader, higher-skilled jobs. Nonethe-
less, it is crucially important to remember that the
debate is far from rescind. Comparable technolo-
gies have different impacts in different settings. One
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firm may use factory automation not simply to im-
prove quality and reduce labor input per unit but
also to sharp y reduce actual employment levels.
Another firm will use the same technology to main-
tain employment. In one setting, operators receive
training and learn how to use the data and control
possibilities of technology to manage the produc-
tion process; in another firm, control and planning
is shifted to managers, and the labor force is
deskilled. How can we explain and understand
these variations?

Our goal is to develop a framework for
explaining the empirical variation which we
observe. Even casual reflection suggests that such a
framework needs to be able to encompass a range
of factors. Clearly, purely economic considerations
should play a role: Firms for whom cost cutting is
a major competitive priority will deploy technology
differently from firms which can sell all they can
produce at assured prices. However. this cannot be
the entire story since thee is also evidence that
firms in the same industry behave differently. There
must be a role for firm-specific philosophy and
human resource systems. Finally, the pattern of
cross-national variation suggests that national char-
acteristics, for example, differences in training and
education systems, must play some role.

The Product Cycle. There is substantial evi-
dence that human resource practices vary in a sys-
tematic way with the firm's position in the product
cycle (Flynn, 1988). Growing firms, or divisions of
firms responsible for products which are growing,
place great emphasis on product innovation and
recruiting adequate numbers of employees with the
appropriate skills. Cost minimization is not the
most salient goal.

Because the competitive advantage of a firm
early in its product cycle is the innovative quality of
the product itself, there is a high premium on main-
taining this advantage by continuing to innovate.
As a consequence, new technology is conceived as a
way to augment the product. lbchnology most ef-
fectively enhances products when combined with a
skilled abor force.

The skill-enhancing impact of information
technology which characterizes its use by firms
early in the product cycle contrasts with how the
same technology can be employed by firms produc-
ing mature products. In these circumstances, the
major competitive edge firms seek is cost, not
product innovation. As a result the emphasis shifts
to using new technology to reduce employment per
unit of output. It is in thaw settings where we ob-
serve the most negative employment consequences
of information technology.

The labor-cutting strategy is likely to be inten-
sified when a substantial portion of labor costs is
accounted for by pools of relatively horellgeneous
employees. A firm with a very large level of clerical
employment (a dank or insurance firm) or large
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numbers of semi-skilled operatives will be especially
eager to reduce employment and will feel that there
are few constraints in terms of the skill or knowl-
edge lost when employees leave.

One reasonable question is why firms cannot
have it both ways. Why can they not simultaneously
employ information technology to shed 'Aber and
produce more efficiently while also upskilling their
remaining labor force and innovating in the product
market? Such a strategy is not impossible. It is mks-
tively straightforward when the employment effect
is not outright job loss, but rather slower employ-
ment growth and a falling dose of labor Input per
product. However, the story is different when actual
job loss occurs. The difficulty is that the strains
induced by labor shedding may block the level of
work -fora cooperation required to innovate suc-
cessfully. Employees will ask themselves why they
should creatively engage with the technology when
the consequence may simply be that they or a
workmate lose their job.

Finally, it may be important to distinguish be-
tween the product cycle and the technology cycle.
In the foregoing discussion, we emphasized the in-
come and price elasticity of product demand, i.e.,
the product cycle. Flynn (1988) has also developed
evidence that the impact of technology varies over
the lifetime of the technology itself. Early in the
introduction process, she argues, "uncertainty in
the quantity and quality of skill requirements, cou-
pled with unavailability of workers already trained
in the newly emerging fields, encourages employers
to add new tasks onto existing jobsat least on a
temporary basis" (Flynn, p. 39). Hence upskilling
is the likely outcome. Over time, as the technology
itself becomes better understood it becomes possi-
ble to routinize, and sub-divide, employment, and
this in turn implies deskilling. In short, Flynn ar-
gues that there Is a technology life cycle as well as a
product life cycle effect.

The Firm's Human Resource Strategy
American firms are pulled in two directions

regarding how to organize work. Some firms, in
both the union and the non-union sector, are adopt-
ing systems of job classification, wages, and em-
ployment continuity which are flexible and involve
high levels of job security. In these systems employ-
ees agree, either explicitly or implicitly, to take on a
wide range of activities and to provide a high level
of effort. Narrow work rules and job classifications
are abandoned or not pursued, arc'. pay may be-
cume more contingent upon iml ridual or group
performance. In return for thi, flexibility, the firm
undfftakes to make a substantial effort to maintain
employment even in the face of temporary down-
turns. An important aspect of this may be the ex-
tensive use of temporary and other forms of contin-



put labor, to whom implicit or explicit employment
commitments are not made.

Other firms find this model too expensive or
too much at variance with their philosophy of man-
agement. The competing model is to try to improve
productivity through strong, and often unilateral,
=mamma actions. Rather than employment con-
tinuity, him/fire is the rule. The natural conse-
quences of such an approach are strong efforts by
the labor force to protect themselves via clear and
well-dernard work rules, job boundaries, and the
like.

The forma approach to organizing work has
been termed the "salaried model," and the latter
the "industrial model," (Osterman, 1988) and it is
far frmn clear which will emerge as the dominant
way of organizing work in America. It is clean
however, that they have very different implications
for understanding how technology impacts upon
the organization of work.

In order to understand the relationship between
these alternative human resource strategies and
technology, recall our earlier evidence on the
dkrpaiate impacts of technology. The best current
evidence is that effective use of information tech-
nologks implies that employees exhibit considerable
flexibility on the job and that knowledge and un-
derstanding of the production process be widely
diffused. It is impossible, however, to achieve such
a system in isolation from the rest of the firm's em-
pbyment practices. The employment relationship
has to be viewed as a whole: Compensation, em-
ployment security, and training systems must be
internally consistent and aimed in a common direc-
tion. What this logic implies, of course, is that
firms Which seek to deploy new technologies in the
empowerment sense will likely adom salaried mod-
ds of human resource manapment. Or, switching
the causal arrows, firms with a tradition of
"progressive" or salaried models of work organiza-
tion will be the ones in which technology is most
likely to be deployed in an upskilling and job-
enhancing way.

Because technologies appear to have higher
moil's when in the empowerment mode and be-
cause this implies a broader reform of human re-
source practices, many firms are seeking to find
ways to organize at least a core of their labor force
along the lines of the salaried model. Many of the
innovations in human resource management- -work
teams, quality of work life, bird increased use of
ccatingent workers (temporary and part timers) to
shield the employment security of the core labor
forcecan be understood as efforts to shift to the
flexibility of the salaried model.

Although many firms are attempting to capture
time pins, many others either do not believe that
the benefits are worth the costs or that they are in a
position to undertake the necessary investments in
human resources. There is, for this reason, consid-

erable variety in firms' human resource strategies.
Hence the central point here is not that the labor
market is shifting in one particular direction.
Rather, to return to our effort to understand the
variable impact of technology upon employment,
the point to emphasize is that one significant vari-
able is the nature of the firm's internal labor mar-
ket and human resource system.

Finally, it is important to note that strong col-
lective bargaining relationships can make a consid-
erable difference. When unions and employers are
able to discuss technology, job design, and work
rules the result can be more effective use of tech-
nology and broader, higher-skilled jobs. Them are
notable examples of such a result in the auto and
telephone industries among others. Not all collec-
tive bargaining relationships can achieve this, how-
ever, and the difficulties often lie on both sides of
the table. Nonetheless, the nature of the collective
bargaining relationship is an important variable in
explaining the impact of technology.

The External Environment
Understanding the impact of the product cycle

and human resource strategy takes us much of the
way in explaining the diverse impacts of technology
upon employment gels and skills. However, this
cannot be the complete story for the apparently
systematic variation across countries in the use and
impact of technology. Nations such as Germany,
Sweden, and Japan seem to achieve higher produc-
tivity than does the United States for comparable
technologies.

In part, the explanation can be cast in terms of
our two prior considerations. For example, Japa-
nese firms, or at least the large ones at the core of
the economy, provide lifetime employment and are
organized with considerable Internal flexibility and
high levels of training. Hence, these are in some
sense salaried firms and should be expected to reap
the benefits of that model. A similar point could be
made regarding many European nations who also
provide more job security to their labor force than
do we (and the similarity of the European and Jap-
anese models belies arguments which attribute
high European unemployment to inflexible labor
markets).

Although part of the observed international
variation can be explained by reference to other fac-
tors, deeper reflection does suggest that there are
systematic factors =tarred to the firm which vary
across nations and which help explain why there are
systematic national patterns. The three which seem
most relevant for our purposes are training systems,
employment continuity, and traditions of labor-
management-government cooperation.

Most of our competitors provide far more
training, particularly to blue collar workers, than
we do (Osterman, 1988). The vehicle for this train-
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ins variesin Germany and Sweden an extensive
apprenticeship system is combined with high school
education, while in Japan training occurs within the
firm's internal labor marketbut in all cases, the
volume of training is higher than ours. The conse-
quence is that finits have a highly trained labor
force able, and indeed eager, to adapt to new tech-
niques. For example, some German automobile
firms have introduced new techniques specifically to
take advantage of the technical skill of their labor
force.

The second salient characteristic of the external
environment is that other nations provide more job
security or employment continuity than we do.
Again, how this is done varies. For example, in Ja-
pan firms follow a lifetime employment model,
while in Sweden layoffs are nearly as common as
here (after excluding temporary layoffs which are
more widely used in the U.S.), but an extensive em-
ployment and training system combined with nar-
row wage differentials and the welfare state cush-
ions the cost of job loss. However, in both cases,
and in other nations as well, workers are willing to
provide considerable latitude on job flexibility be-
cause the risks of doing so are diminished. Hence,
the impact of new technologies is very much in the
upskilling direction.

Finally, many other nations have a strong tradi-
tion of union-management-government cooperation
around innovation and industrial policy (Walton,
1987). Those with the strongest such traditions
seem to do best in adopting new techniques and in
deploying them in ways that enhance the quality of
work.

Conclusion
Rather than review the arguments in this paper,

it seems most appropriate to conclude by listing
some of the major unresolved questions which
emerge from the analysis. The purpose of this is to
both help guide discussion and to indicate that
much remains to be understood.

I. We have seen that the evidence suggests
that modern technologies are most productive when
implemented in the context of flexible human re-
source systems, which provide the labor force with
a high level of involvement and employment secu-
rity. The evidence for this is, however, based on a
limited number of case studies that may not be rep-
resentative. Furthermore, implementation studies of
"best practices" often focus on success cases or on
practices which accord with the prior beliefs of re-
searchers. Hence, these studies are not necessarily
representative of the range of practices ant possible
outcomes in the economy as a whole (i.e., r sere
may be a set of cases which are "worst practice"
from the researcher's viewpoint, which therefore are
rarely studied or reported, but which produce desir-
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able outcomes). We must ask ourselves, therefore,
how ultimately strong is the argument and whether
the evidence is good enough to convince people
who might believe that tougher and less appealing
approaches will in the end succeed.

2. If we do find the foregoing argument con-
iww can best practices be diffirsed? One

approach is to build an education and training in-
frastructure which, at least indirectly, helps
age thethe highest skill uses of technology. A second
strategy is to strengthen collective bargaining rela-
tionships which have the potential for encouraging
best practices. A third step is to directly deploy
public policy to demonstrate, underwrite, and dif-
fuse the models which seem most promising.

Following these three tacks may seem sensible,
but it will be difficult. In part, the difficulties will
be political, but there are also deeper problem. We
also must admit that we lack a good model or strat-
egy for encouraging private actors to undertake a
particular course. Considerable thought needs to be
devoted to how to proceed.

3. We have written as if there was an average
effect of technology which applies equally to all
impacted workers. This is an oversimplification,
and even if the optimistic case were to emerge, not
all employees would share equally. There will be
some inevitable job loss and dislocation associated
with the diffusion of new technology.

In addition to job loss, we must also recognize
that efforts by firms to move to a "salaried" model
often imply use of contingent workers to buffer a
permanent labor force. The substantial growth of
these contingent workers is in part reflected In the
burgeoning growth of temporary employment firms
(who supply high-skilled workers as well as cleri-
cals). However, and perhaps more Interestingly, re-
cent union contracts (for example the National Steel
contract, the Master lbarnsters contract, and sevetal
auto agreements) permit employers to hire a frac-
tion of the labor force under contingent or insecure
contracts.

It is not clear who is reponsible for training
these employees or for providing any reasonable
level of employment security. These considerations
suggest an additional role for public policy: train-
ing, job search assistance, relocation assistance and
other activities aimed at avoiding the emergence of
a two-tier labor market.

As these three questions suggest, there is much
more to learn about the impact of new technologies
and their implications for both the organization of
work and the best direction for public policy. There
is, however, plenty of reason to believe that if we go
to the trouble to think through these issues, learn
more, and implement sensible policies then the pay-
off well bt high to society, employees, and firms.
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Discussion
The discussion following Professor Osterman's

summary of his paper was opened by Joseph
Mahon (Assistant Postmaster General, US. Postal
Service), who commented on Osterman's argument
that technology melds job titles and classifications,
creating new ones. Mahon noted that the introduc-
tion of technology is a complex undertaking in a
workplace with a single industrial union, but that

. . . It becomes infinitely more cUfficult to ad-
dress when the empioyees of a company am

represented by different unions. . . . That is
a problem that we in the Posbd Service am
facing. . . . We have bur major unions wpm-
senting substantial segments of our 750,000
smig0Y000-

In response, Thomas Donahue discussed con-
solidation among unions. In 1955, there were ap-
proximately 148 unions in the U.S.; today there are
91, a number that includes several recent mergers.
Although the membership and basis for the auton-
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omy of some unions may have been affected by
changes in the structure of individual industries or
sectors, Donahue noted that union members have
to be persuaded that it is in their inkiest to merge.
In several instances, Including unions in the pulp
and paper industry and the proposed maw of the
Oil Chemical are Atomic %rims Union with the
United Mine V.brkers, union leackrship has been
unable to convince the membership of the merits of
a merger.

Donahue =pressed egreeMellt with Osterman's
emphasis on the tradition of union-management-
government cooperation in other nations and its
comparative absence or weakness in the United
States. Referring to recent political controversies
over the minimum wage, advance notice of plant
closings, and ether issues, he argued that

. . these things have become Migtosa
struggles tri now We have been *sough
them for 50 yeas. . . . And yet we go on
doing them because . . . the hatitutions
on the employer side . . don't seem to
show the tlexthllity that the constituents of
those Institutions preach in these Mule of
contexts and these kinds of meetings.

We need this flexibftfty In cooperation not just
in the adeOstion of a wok lona in plant to
new technology, but we need it in the adepts-
don of the Institutions of wises and emir,-
as in the pubic policy issues. . . We haws
seen nothing happening them and in the ma-
jor commotion, in this country who are inter-
sated In the snore narrow subject need to
male their voices left by the lager subjects its
thefr own instihdions. . . . [his] would
vastly change the attitudes in the nation
and . . . Eabengthenj the kW of inetibdional
cooperation of labor, nsanagement, and gov-
ernment which other nations have demo/l-
anded is essential to Ms* success.

Lynn Williams (President, United Steelworkers
of America) and Malcolm Lovell agreed with Don-
ahue's statement. Lovell suggested that one factor
contributing to business opposition to policies such
as advance notice of plant closings, which many
firms carry out voluntarily or as a matter of con-
tractual obligations, is the need of Washington-
based business lobbyists to demonstrate their capac-
ity to win policy battles. In order to demonstrate
their effectiveness, Level suggested, these lobbyists
often press firms to adopt uncompromising posi-
tions on issues where both labor and management
could benefit from a less polemical debate.

Donahue argued that one factor contributing
to the strength of business opposition to advance
notice and to the broader adversarial tone of policy
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debates was the ability of smaller firms, which of-
ten are not unionized, to gain the attention of Cap-
itol Hill. In some instances, he suggeued, the spe-
cific policy goals of these firms are 'Jot shared by
organizations that represent larger flans. Neverthe-
less, larger firms otter lend support less out of con-
victioa than reflex.

Me group considered the role of employment
r...cutity policies in the adoption of new technolo-
gies. Morton Bahr (President, Communications
Workers of America, and a member of the Panel
on Tochnology and Employment) described one of
the practical difficulties ti.at his union and manage-
meat at the AT&T company had encountered in
implementing a policy of employment secudty. Al-
though this policy guarantees priority consideration
for job openings within AT&T, these jobs often we-
quire relocation. The Communications Workers
have found that the rise of the two-wage earner
family has significantly reduced the mobility of
some workers, hampering the operation of the em-
ployment security program. For example, only 6
percent of a group of 1,200 AT&T technicians took
new jobs within AT&T that required relocation.
Similarly, only 15 out of 800 employees at a plant
in Wins- Salem, North Carolina, that was being
dosed accepted jobs at an AT&T plant in the Mer-
rimack Valley of Massachusetts. Worker reluctance
to relocate creates serious problems for the opera-
tion of employment security programs, Bahr sug-
gested, and results in a significant gap in no-layoff
policies at many rums.

lbny/Picattli (Group Personnel Manager, Digi-
tal Equipment Corporation) responded to Bahr's
remarks by describing the practices of his rum,
which has long had a no-layoff policy:

Digital] . . no layoff 'soft mass no
layoff. . . . V% ran into some of the same
tiOngs you discsased . . . With that-comer
*smiths, pia* not wasthvg to move. . .
When people elected not to move, they were
kept employed in that pled. We did 'obtaining
where se could, and in some cases people
vsem sitting In plants with nothing to do,
but . . . no one left at the company's
discretion.

Paul Osterman noted that the policies of Digi-
tal and other firms may in employment
security for one group of workers while another
segment of the work force is employed on a "con-
tingent" basis, as in the case of temporary office
employees or contract personnel in a manufacturing
plant. Referring to a study by his colleagues of Dig-
ital's employment security policy, Paul Osterman
described the Digital program as a model for cor-
porate employment security, retraining, and reloca-
tion efforts. Osterman noted, however, that Digital
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has 'es many as 3,000 temporary or contract em-
ployees to whom the no-layoff policy does not
aPPlY

Chavinan's comment stirred considerable dis-
t:onion. Lynn Williams noted that the use by steel
firms of contract, nonunion employees within their
plants had become

. . a core issue In our pest negotiations in
tonne of . . . Insisting that the jobs In the
mei be jobs for our membem and for the
workers who built these enterprises in the
that place. And we we very daubed In our
union about this whole nation that them
shotdd be some ever smear cons and that
we s, °Okay, we conwatulate ourselves, we
Wm accomplished empkryment may,'
while In truth we we running the operation
with eV kinds of outsourchvg and in kinds of
contactors moving in and out. . . .

John Read (Vice President, Mid-Range En-
gin s, Cummins Engine Company) questioned how
Williams could reconcile his opposition to the use
of contract workers with the cyclical nature of the
steel industry and the need for corporations to re-
spond to such cyclical fluctuations. Williams re-
ins:Wed that his union supported management's
efforts to manage cyclical fluctuations,

but we think when they me in the up cycle
that workers who have a connection with the
industry we entitled to have those kinds of
good jobs. . . If we had not taken a stand
on that issue we would have seen our plants
Wen over by outside contractors of one
kind or another.

Morton Bahr noted that his union has not op-
posed the use of temporary or contract workers for
temporary or project work, but does oppose the
assignment of these personnel to permanent jobs.
Read responded that Cummins Engine, which faces
significant cyclical and seasonal fluctuations in de-
mand, has long utilized temporary employees. He
added that the firm has had to exercise care to
avoid excessive use of such employees because of
the problems that extensive use creates for worker
morale and cooperation.

William W. Scranton, Ill (President, Smith and
Hawkcn, a mail order supplier of garden tools. and
a member of the Panel on Technology and Employ-
ment) noted that genuine job security within the
US. economy of the future requires more than ad-
vances in collective bargaining. The only assurance
of better jobs for the workers of the future lies in

strengthening the capacity of the nation's work
force and business leaders to adapt to change. lb
do so, he asserted, will require that the skills of the
work force be continually upgraded, as the U.S.
continues to move toward a knowledge-based,
rather than a materials-based, economy. Yet there
exists no consensus on who is going to do the up-
grading and training. Academia does some of it.
Government does much of it, including primary
and secondary education. Corporations do a large
share of it. Corporations and unions share a com-
mon and substantial interest in this issue. But with-
out some consensus on the division of responsibility
among these institutions and an agreement that im-
provements in the capabilities of the work force are
essential to the welfare of all Americans and de-
serve additional resources, too little will be done.

Morton Bahr concluded the opening discussion
by describing the origins of recent joint management.
labor training initiatives within the telecommunica-
tions industry. A "Common Interest Forum" was
established by AT&T and its unions in 1983 for dis-
cussions of mutual concerns. Through the %rum,
Bahr explained, sensitive corporate information was
shared with union leadership for the first time, and
the process reinforced trust between management
and union leadership.

Despite a 26-day strike in 1986, Bahr argued
that three significant developments came out of the
Forum discussions. The Alliance for Employee
Growth and Development, a non-profit corporation
dedicated to an employee development and training
program that built on the experience of programs
developed by the United Auto Workers and auto
firms, was established in the 1986 negotiations. The
Alliance, which is co-sponsored by AT&T and the
CWA, allows employees to pursue career-oriented
training that need not be related to their specific
jobs; they can even prepare themselves for a career
with another employer. The Forum discussions also
resulted in AT&T granting "card-check" recognition
of the union in unorganized workplaces and pro-
duced an agreement for the company and union to
work together to design a new "greenfield" work
site, a process that will involve collaboration in the
design, introduction, and implementation of new
technology. Emphasizing the importance of trust
and continuing discussions between management
and labor that span the interval between contract
negotiations, Bahr emphasized that

. . this could not have come about If the
Common interest Forum had not been nego.
tiated and . . . trust [established) at the
higluest level where these things were da-
mmed months and months before col active
baigainIng began.
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New Technology,
Health and Safety, and
Labor-Management
Relations

A Paper Prepared by
Michael J. Smith

Department of Industrial Engineering
University of Wisconsin
Madison, Wisconsin

T.he American dream: to achieve success and
happiness, to be safe and secure, to own a
home, to have good educational opportuni-

ties kw our children, to have the freedom to express
ourselves. These and many other freedoms, oppor-
tunities, and challenges are the cornerstones of our
democracy and our way of life. All are influenced
by the commace and business activities of our
country. Our jobs help to define who we are, what
we can afford, and where we live. Working is at the
heart of the American dream. Our beliefs about the
right to have a job, and our commitment to the
men and women who labor to make this dream a
reality, are of vital importance to what Armies
stands for and to its economic survival. One right
that epitomizes our commitment to the American
dream is the right for employees to have a safe and
healthful place of work as defined by the Occupa-
tional Safety and Health Act of 1970. The drafters
of this legislation had the foresight to be concerned
not only with the physical and chemical hazards of
that time period, but also the psychological dangers
of work and the new and emerging hazards of the
future. ibday, workplace hazards that were un-
known in the 1970's are a reality of serious dimen-
sions and challenge our ingenuity. ibmorrow's haz-
ards may be even more disconcerting. The old ways
of dealing with occupational safety and health need
to be reviewed and very likely revised to meet the
challenges of the future.

The world of work is changing at an amazing
pace. New technology is transforming the work-

place and bringing with it hazards that were un-
known a few decades ago tOTA,19135). New chemi-
cals, plasma gases, biotechnology, computers,
electronics, robots, miniaturization, and genetic
engineering pose new threats, and challenge our
knowledge about hazards as well as our ingenuity
in controlling them. These challenges will tax the
capabilities of our current health and safety
resources, and may not be amenable to traditional
safety and health approaches. A major difficulty is
that we just do not have enough knowledge about
these hazards or their potential, harmful effects to
be able to make perfect choices for solutions. Even
more frightening, needed knowledge about health
hazards will be even scarcer for future technologies.
This is because they do not have similar counter-
parts today to give us experience to use in determin-
ing their hazard potential or for developing con-
trols. This lack of knowledge puts us in a precarious
situation. We want to use these technologies to pro-
vide competitive benefits in international economic
markets, improved profits and a better society; yet
we do not want to use them at the cost of harming
workers. Our challenge then is to use them in pro-
ductive and healthful ways, and this may require
rethinking how we approach occupational safety
and health.

Opportunities and Challenges
New technologies provide unique opportunities

to improve the workplace. It goes without question
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that the steady pace of technologies! improvements
In factories since the industrial revolution has pro-
duced a cleaner, brighter, more efficient, and safer
environment for factory workers. In particular, the
physical drudgery of heavy physical work has de-
clined, while the constant direct exposure to dust,
times, and chemicals has been reduced. This steady
improvement will coati= with more new technol-
ogy that will further reduce physical demands. New
technology also has the potential to replace current
technology that is dangerous and thereby reduce
hazard potential. New machntr. that reduce a
worker's exposure to moving machine parts, new
chemicals that can be substituted for harmild ones,
and new processes that eliminate the need for using
dangerous levels of radiation are examples of cur-
rent developments in new technology that will be
safer. New technology also provides the opportunity
to restructure the organization of work and the de-
sign of jobs so that physical and mental stress can
be reduced or eliminated.

But, new technology also presents several chal-
lenges. There is research that indicates that some
forms of today's new technologies have created
working conditions that are less favorable than in
the past (Smith, 1985, 1987). Offices that appear to
be "paper factories," hospitals where workers put
in two consecutive 8-hour shifts because they have
the needed technical knowledge, and factories that
look like offices, but where many workers are so
underutilized that they suffer from depression and
fear of job loss, are some examples. It has often
been said that new technology is benign; that it is
the application that produces problems. In other
words, the misapplication of technology to enhance
organizational performance at the workers' expense
is the problem. Dealing with the misapplication
may be the greatest challenge of new technology.
Still, there are others. New hazards will emerge for
which we have no knowledge and experience. Our
ingenuity and ability to respond rapidly will be
challenged. Lastly, the opportunity to develop new
approaches to occupational health and safety will
pose challenges to our organizational structures,
public policy institutions, professional organiza-
tions, unions, managers, and workers. The need to
change from a reactive response system to a proac-
tive and "ever-vigilant" system will demand institu-
tional change and individual energy and initiative
that many may be unwilling to give. The challenges
are manY, but so too are the opportunities.

Current institutions and Resources
There are many actors in the occupational

health and safety theater: doctors, nurses, industrial
hygienists, safety engineers, educators, trainers,
managers, workers, union officials, researchers, fed-
eral agencies, state agencies, local agencies, courts
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at all levels, law makers in various jurisdictions,
safety and health inspectors, administrators, and
many others. These can be arranged into organiza-
tional croupings of legislative, legal, regulatory,
union /worker, company, and community resources.
I: is not often that many of these groups work to-
getkr to deal with policy issues or even with the
specific concerns of a particular public health and
safety problem. One recent exception is the AIDS
health crisis, but this is an unusual situation. New
technologies do not have the immediate public re-
sponse or psychological impact of AIDS, but many
of these technologies may have greater potential to
kill or injure people than AIDS. The lack of a
comprehensive national public policy to addzess the
health and safety issues of new technology almost
precludes coordinated action among the various
constituencies; yet this coordination is necessary to
provide the constant attention that new technology
demands. No single group or organization has
enough resources to meet these demands, but to-
gether they do.

We must start with a comprehensive federal
policy from the Executive Branch that specifies ac-
tbns for directing resources toward activities that
will promote the most effective use of new technol-
ogy in improving the economy and promoting
health and safety. Currently, there are several agen-
cies such as Commerce, Defense, Labor, Internal
Revenue, Education, Agriculture, and Health and
Human Services that deal independently on specific
issues of new technology without considering the
impact of their actions on the &ethnics of the other
agencies. lb address this, nongovernmental ...nd
government institutions such as the National Acad-
em of Sciences, National Academy of Er ;ineering,
and the National Science Foundation hare fanned
study groups of "experts" that develor reports to
provide guidance and direction to the .xecutive
Branch and Congress. Sometimes, these reports
have some impact, but usually not to the extent
necessary to produce the desired action(s). The
President has a science advisor who could serve as
a critical link between the scientific community and
the Executive Branch in developing policies on new
technology. This person could serve the coordinat-
ing role needed in the Executive Branch to tie the
programs of various agencies together into a con-
certed effort. Unfortunately, science advisoa some-
times get involved in political issues such as strate-
gic arms initiatives and lose credibility among the
groups to be coordinated. he Executive Branch
needs to use the science advisor as a coordinator to
lead efforts to develop a comprehensive, integrated
national policy. ft should start with the establish-
ment of a federal task force on new technology
with the science advisor as the chairperson and all
federal agencies involved in new technology repre-
sented. This group should report findings along
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seith recommendations for action to the President
within a short time of being established.

The U.S. Congress has a head start on the
Executive Branch because of the establishment of
the Office of Ilechnology Assessment (OTA). This
agency has developed several studies and reports for
Compess that assess economic, social, and health
and safety issues of specific new technologies.
These reports are used by the Congress as the basis
for hearings which may lead to legislative action.
While OTA is an excellent mechanism in concept,
there are some problems in emtice. Most techno-
logical issues that are studied we proposed for
study by specific indiviluals or groups in Congress.
The choice of issues thus may be motivated by po-
litical concerns instead of a desire to benefit the
workftnee. Because of the political nature of the
subjects sekcted for study, legislative action, other
than hearings, is rare. 'lb counter this, it would be
reasonable for the OTA staff to generate some of
the issues to be studied. This may not be politically
palatable, but would increase the perceived validity
of the topics examined by OTA. Secondly, Congress
should look into establishing a new technology im-
pact panel that would coordinate action and fund-
ing across federal agencies dealing with this topic.
This panel could interface with the President's tech-
nc'ngy task force. This would force interaction and
joint efforts which may produce a more balanced
treatment of the benefits and liabilities of new
technologies.

Within some federal agencies, special fimctions
that assess the health and safety impact of new
technologies are absent and need to be established.
For instance, the Defense Department is a major
fruitier of new technological developments and
places primary emphasis on the performance of the
technology rather than on the health and safety im-
pact. A balanced emphasis needs to also consider
health and safety, Within the Department of Labor
there should be more coordination between bureaus
that have interest in new technological impact. For
instance, those programs that are concerned with
employment, worker training, unemployment,
workers' compensation, and safety/health should
have a mechanism to be made aware of the other
bureaus' actions. This may serve to coordinate ac-
tions and to generate ideas for new research. In par-
ticular in Labor, the Occupational Safety and
Health Administration (OSHA) should have a spe-
cial group that keeps abreast of new technologies
and develops regulatory and other means to resolve
emerging safety and health problems. This grr ap
should provide advice and direction on research
needs to other agencies such as the National Insti-
tute for Occupational Safety and Health, the Na-
tional Institute for Environmental Health Science,
the National Institutes of Health. the Food and
Drug Administration, and the Department of
Agriculture.

Finally, our current labor! runt system
of collective bargaining is just too slow to keep up
with the ever - changing world of technology. Some
efforts at joint action have been successful in lim-
ited situations as wi'l be shown later. But, these
have been too few and of limited scope. Tney will
not be adequate to address the many issues of new
technolgy. A major flaw is that they have net been
based on complete trust; rather they have endured
in a "show me" climate. . nen the results of a
particular cored:Laudon have been positive, new
situations start from the premise of mistrust until
proven otherwise. The adversarial relationships of
curfew collective bargaining approaches will not be
effective in dealing with the hazards of new tech-
nology because these hazards require a constant
willingness to make changes quickly. A new cooper-
ative dimension new to be added to collective bar-
gaining that is specifically aimed at new technology.

Pei4 asuring Success
Ibday there is debate about the number of r'r-

sons that die or get injured or sick each year frt
occupational injuries md diseases. Different grips
that keep statistics on these eeaths, injuries, and
illnesses, such as the Bureau of Labor Statistics, the
National Center for Health Statistics, and the Na-
tional Safety Council, each come up with different
totals every year. This creates arguments about sta-
tistical sampling error, underreporting, differences
in reporting criteria (what counts as a case), and
methodologies used to collect data. The National
Academy of Sciences, National Institute for Occu-
pational Safety and Health, and Bureau of Labor
Statistics have all recently examined occupational
injury and illness reporing systems in depth and
have made recommendations for improving the cur-
rent systems. These recommendations will produce
imrrovements that will make these systems better
ate icators of 'he general state of occupational
softy and heahh including long-term consequences
of new technology. These recommendations need to
be implemented as soon as possible.

However, even with improvements, current sys-
tents art much too slow to be responsive to the
"potential" injuries and illnesses of new technolo-
gies. Pro xsses and materials are changing so fast
that the demands on these systems have greatly in-
creased. Many of these new technologies will have a
life cycle that is too short for changes to be statisti-
cally observable while the technology is in use. New
surveillance systems have to be developed that are
closer to the action in the workplace and the new
technology. These surveillance systems should sup-
plement the current systems (once the current sys-
tems have been improved). One such system for
monitoring hazards and nealth symptoms, the haz-
ard survey, will be discussed later. This or similar
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systems need to be available in select representative
workplaces that are undergoing technological
change so that problems can be researched in detail
and discovered as they occur, rather than months or
years later. This case study technique for defining
potential problems poses sow questions about
methodology, concerns about representativeness,
and burden on select employers that need to be ex-
amined carefully On the other hand, it provides
immediate access to critical information that may
help to head off problems before they become seri-
ous health or safety hazards. It provides a yardstick
of where we are and where we want to go, The Bu-
reau of Labor Statistics should institute a program
of conducting these case study evaluations as new
technology is implemented, and widely disseminat-
ing the results as they become available. Detailed
documentation of case findings can provide the
supplementary details missing in national statistics.

'technology and Emers$ng Occupation&
Safety and Knell Protieins

iladitional hazards such as unexpected energy
release and new chemicals will still be with us in the
future workplace. The use of lasers, robots, micro-
waves and x-rays will become more common, and
with their use the traditional problems of control-
ling energy release and limiting worker access to
hazardous machine components will still be around.
However, these will be even more problematic than
today because of the more complex nature of the
mechanisms of energy release, and because of the
enormity of the forces involved. For instance, the
energy to generate x-rays for lithographic etching of
computer chips is several times greater than used in
conventional diagnostic x-rays. The safety precau-
tions for this type of instrumentation must be much
better than current standards for diagnostic use

In adaitkin to these, other new hatartib
emerge. Some will be the exotic products of genetic
engineering and biotedmology, while others will be
the products of our ability to harm= the laws of
physics and chemistry with advanced engineering
designs. The future will see commercial uses of
plasma gas generators for tool hardening, electron
accelerators for generating tremendous power fox
x-ray lithography in micro-chip production, and
fusion power generation. These will become every-
day tools used by thousands of workers and many
will not be well educated or knowledgeable of the
tremendous power of the technology they will be
working with.

While these physical and biological hazards
will become more prevalent and dangerous than
they are today, there will also be more physical and
psychological work demands that can lead to psy-
chological stress problems. Currently, the two fast-
est rising workers' compensation claims areas in the
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United States are cumulative musculoskeletal
trauma and psychological distress. The rise in these
problem can generally be related to two factors.
There is greater media, worker, and employer
awareness and knowledge about how the workplace
can contribute to such problems, and secondly the
huge humus in workplace automation that create
conditions that produce these disorders. It is possi-
ble that dealing with these stress-induced problems
may be even more difficult than dealing with the
biological, chemical, and physical hoards. A cur-
rent example may demonstrate the variety of con-
cerns posed by new technology which integrates old
and new hazards.

In the last decade, millions of video display
terminals (VDT) used to display the output of corn-
putets have been deployed in hundreds of offices.
This has produced a ground-swell of complaints
from workers about the visual and musculoskeletal
demands imposed by working at a VDT (Piave &
Widebaci, 1987; Smith, 1987). After a dec. 'e of
debate and research, there is a growing amstisus
that poor workstation design coupled with
incr eased workload and postural demands can con-
tribute to shouldec, neck, back, and wrist/hand dis-
orders for many users. In 1988, the American Na-
tional Standards Institute (ANSI) established an
ergonomics standard for VDT use in the workplace
to control uses hazards. his standard was five
years in the making aml appeared some ten years
after the potential hazards were first defined.

Of equal interest is the claim that working at a
VDT poses a radiation hazard, is correlated with
reproductive disorders and creates user stiess.
day, there is not sufficient research evidence or ex-
perience with similar r elmology to allow us to an-
swer these questions with any degree of certainty.
The debate most likely will continue for some years
to mite. We inn learn from this example. Manufac-
turers and eraployers initially reacted to worker
complaints about VDTs with skepticism. Little was
done to try to confirm the nature and extent of the
emblems. Why? Office work is clean. There are no
hazards! Thus, the complaints must be from mal-
contents and troublemakers. Unions reacted with
scathing attacks on the motives and intentions of
industry. Government agencies were impotent in
responding to this issue because there were .ro stan-
dards or guidelines that applied. An ANSI standard
for VDT work was adopted only in 1988, and still
there are several health and safety questions about
VDTs unanswered and unresolved by this standard.
The message is clear. Even if VDTs are found not
to be hazardous, the responses of the business com-
munity, unions, government, and universities to the
VDT health debate illustrate an unproductive way
of dealing with new technology and its potential
hazards. Divisiveness, finger pointing, denial, and
arguments do not solve problems, they create new
ones.
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New technology can mean different angles on
old hazards (x-ray use in computer chip manufac-
turing), and new hazards for which vm have no ex-
perience to help us in defining their nature and seri-
ousness. New technology changes how work is
done, and can affect the worker's psychosocial bal-
ance which can lead to stress. As a nation, we have
not been successful in dealing with these concerns
through our traditional institutions such as govern-
ment and collective bargaining. Yet other nations
and some individual companies have had some suc-
cess in approaching these issues.

Approaches to Occupational Health
arKI Safety

lkaditional approaches to occupational health
and safety in the United States have stressed the
enforcement of rules, regulations, and standards,
often coupled with worker training. The responsibil-
ity for safety and health has resided with govern-
ment agencies and the management of specific
corporations. Various corporations meet this re-
sponsibility through a wide variety of safety and
health programs, and by distributing the responsi-
bility to various management levels based on corpo-
rate philosophy and policies. Some businesses are
large enough to have safety and health departments
that serve as resources to line departments and
as dispensers of services; many arc not. Whatever
the size of the business, typically, the point of
safety action is the interaction between the first-line
supervisor and the employee. This interaction is
controlled by rules and policies, and by the person-
alities, experiences, and commitments of the super-
visor and the employees. At this level of interac-
tion, there is a high degree of technical knowledge
about workplace safety hazards, but very little
knowledge about health hazards, and practically no
knowledge about technological hazards.

In the past, such an approach has been most
effective in dealing with fixed physical hazards that
have obvious characteristics that make them distin-
guishable, and for which engineering controls are
well documented (Smith et al, 1971). For instance,
standards for machine guarding have had consider-
able success in reducing the number of upper ex-
tremity amputations. However, a major problem
with this approach is that it is reactive; it responds
to hazards only after a clear danger has been estab-
lished and a method for control has been identi-
fied. This approach requires a body of research or
empirical evidence that clearly defines the problem,
and which can support recommendations for con-
trol. This often takes several years when addressing
new products, processes, and technologies. With
the rapid changes in technology, such delays in
dealing with potential hazards cannot be accepted.
Hazard control for new technology requires a new

process that will be dynamic enough to be able to
deal with the increasing rate of technological
change.

An example will illustrate the problems wits a
traditional approach. Success in controlling new
chemical hazards has not been completely effective
using the traditional standards-setting approach. It
typically takes several years to recognize the poten-
tial hazards of a specific chemical. It then takes
more years for definition of the chemical's specific
effects, and determination of controls. For many
chemicals, for instance benzene, this entire process
can take several years and end in litigation before
the Supreme Court. In the meantime, many work-
ers continue to be exposed to potentially serious
hazards. A second problem with this approach is
that the diseases caused by most chemicals take
years to develop, and almost as much time passes
before symptoms are recognized as serious health
problems. New advances in behavioral toxicology
attempt to develop early warning symptoms and
reductions in physiological/behavioral response to
identify hazardous chemical exposures before bio-
logical damage occurs (Johnson and Anger, 1983).
In some cases the behavioral tests used for early
identification of adverse exposure have been
successful, while in others more developmental re-
search is necessary. To date, this approach is still in
its infancy and will require several more years of
development.

Another concern is that laboratory research on
animals can take several months or even years for
results. ibchnology is changing much too fast to
wait years before results are complete. Each year, at
least 1,000 new chemicals are introduced into the
workplace that are not tested for toxic effects be-
cause there is a shortage of testing facilities,
research animals, and other resources. New scien-
tific methods to screen chemicals for potential tox-
icity which use insects and bacteria for test subjects
have some potential for helping. But, they need
even more refinement than the behavioral toxicolog-
ical tests. 'Technology may help us to perfect these
approaches, but that will take some years.

When we move from industrial chemicals to
consider the potential hazards of biotechnology,
these new testing methods may no longer be viable.
The blotechnological process may directly interfere
with the mechanisms of toxicity evaluation (for in-
stance, bacterial testing of a chemical), rendering
their results doubtful. In addition, the potential
hazards of biotechnology are much more complex
than those of industrial chemicals. These may rep-
resent new forms of life for which we have no previ-
ous biological or toxicological experience. Will new
strains of bacteria for improving cheese production
have unexpected side effects on humans? Aside
from biotechnology's new hazards, other new tech-
nological processes, such as building computer
chips with x-ray lithography, create unique chal-
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lenges for controlling old hazards. In essence, the
nature and complexity of the occupational health
and safety situation is changing because of the
complexity of technology, and the old ways of deal-
ing with hazards will not suffice.

Health and safety, like most industrial relations
functions, has traditionally been addressed through
the enforcement of federal laws and within the col-
lective bargaining agreement. This makes the struc-
ture for labor/management relations an adversarial
one. When the employer is not in compliance with
the regulations, the union brings the situation to
management's attention. If action is slow, then the
union calls in OSHA to attain compliance through
the regulatory przsyss. This generates ill will and,
often, denial of the problem. For problems that are
not black and white, for instance the VDT debate
or repetitive motions that may cause carpal tunnel
syndrome, the process of hazard amelioration can
take years because of arguments about causation
and legal actions. In the meantime, workers may be
exposed to serious hazards without the benefit of
methods of amelioration. This scenario is all too
real in the American workplace. Adversarial actions
produce polarized responses, finger pointing, and
denial, which yield little action in getting to the
heart of the potential problems. This approach can-
not address the challenges of new technologies.
However, there are several other approaches that
may have some potential for addressing the emerg-
ing hazards of new technology.

Successful Safety Programs
Research on successful safety program perform-

ance in plants with high hazard potential has shown
a number of factors which contribute to success
(Cohen, 1977; Smith et al, 1978). These are having
a formal, structured program so people know where
to go for help, having management commitment
and involvement in the program, good communica-
tions between supervisors and workers, and having
worker involvement in the safety and health activi-
ties. Experts feel these factors are effective because
they provide a framework for cooperation between
labor and management in identifying and control-
ling hazards. These factors parallel the basic under-
lying principles of the social democracy, hazard
survey, and ergonomic committee approaches (dis-
cussed later)that is, cooperation, participation,
and honest exchange of ideas about problems in a
controlled format. These can be the building blocks
of future efforts to deal with the potential hazards
of new technology.

One focal study summarizes the importance of
total involvement and cooperation. Cleveland, Co-
hen, Smith, and Cohen (1979) studied five National
Safety Council members who were award winners
for having the most successful safety programs in
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their industry classification for several years. Three
were chemical plants, one a textile plant, and the
fifth was a photoflash manufacturing facility. Each
was sent a comprehensive questionnaire survey that
addressed aspects of their safety program. Later
each was visited for a comprehensive on-site evalua-
tion using a checklist of safety program characteris-
tics. Of special interest were the findings that safety
committee activities were more important in hazard
control than having professional safety staff. In ad-
dition, having a committed workforce that partici-
pated in safety on a daily basis was a key element
in their success. That workforce should be trained,
particularly the first-line supervisors together with
the line workers. Finally, having regular procedures
for keeping up to date on the nature and extent of
hazards was an important program characteristic.
This research identifies the importance of all levels
of plant personnel being actively involved in hazard
identification and control, and carrying these re-
sponsibilities out cooperatively.

The Need for New Safety and Health
Approaches

Based on our understanding of successful ap-
proaches to safety and health and the unique nature
of the emerging hazards from new technologies, a
central feature of any new safety and health ap-
proach(es) to new technological hazards must focus
on changing the confrontational relationship be-
tween the workforce (labor unions) and manage-
ment. Just as high quality and productivity can best
be achieved through cooperation and trust (see
Lawler, 1986), so too can the control of emerging
technological hazards. The "them" against "us"
mentality will not be successful. it imposes too
many delays for effectively controlling these rapidly
changing hazards. New approaches have to be
"proactive" rather than reacting to crisis after cri-
sis. This demands that labor and management work
together to keep on top of the developments in the
application of new technology. That is not to say
that labor and management cannot "confront"
each other on specific issues. Such confrontation is
an essential ingredient of collective bargaining.
Rather, I am suggesting that such confrontation be
undertaken from a different perspective than is cur-
rently the case. It should be done in an "informa-
tional" way. That is, if labor reports a problem
that is ignored by management, then the safety pro-
cess should "force" each side to gather information
and talk through what is gathered immediately, and
in a spirit of discovery rather than debate. When
this does not work, then there is ample time for
confrontation through the normal collective bar-
gaining grievance process.
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Scandinavian Social Democracy and
Sahib/ and Health

One framework for addressing the health and
safety issues of new technology is the social demo-
cratk approach practiced in Norway and Sweden
(Emery & Thorsrud, 1969; Garde 11, 1977). This ap-
prowh is based on the concept that workers have a
right to participate in decisions about their working
conditions and how their jobs are done. In Sweden,
there are two central federal laws that establish the
background for health and safety. One is similar to
our Occupational Safety and Health Act and estab-
lished agencies to develop and enforce standards as
well as to conduct research. The second is the Law
of Codetermination that legislates the right of
worker representatives to participate in decision
making on all aspects of work. This law is effective
because over 90 percent of the Swedish blue and
white collar workforce belong to a labor union, and
the unions take the lead in representing the interests
of the employees in matters pertaining to working
conditions, including health and safety. A major
difference between health and safety regulation in
the United States and Sweden is that in Sweden the
health and safety process is customized at the local
plant level so that issues of specific interest to a
particular plant can be emphasized. The laws allow
for some flexibility in addressing local concerns.
This is in contrast to the OSHA concept which re-
quires all plants in the United States to meet identi-
cal standards of compliance using the same or
equivalent procedures. While the Swedish approach
does have specific standards for exposures and
safety guarding, it allows for individual plant initia-
tive in achieving the control of the hazards.

The Scandanavian approach also puts more
emphasis on the quality of working life in achieving
worker health and well-being. Thus, there is em-
phasis on ensuring that job design and technology
implementation do not produce physical and psy-
chological stress. A example would be the Swedish
approach to the VDT debate. Concerns about VDT
safety originated in Sweden in the early 1970's
when field research indicated that VDT users had
visual complaints. Based on employee concerns,
unions and management at specific companies de-
veloped programs for eye care, improved worksta-
tion design, better VDT design, and improved job
design. The Swedish Ibleconununications Adminis-
tration is a prime example of this cooperation to
solve VDT problems. As specific concerns, for ex-
ample visual problems, have arisen they have been
ready to solve the problem, in this case, by design-
ing a better VDT screen and by instituting a com-
prehensive vision health program for all employees.
When musculoskeletal problems came along they
designed and manufactured a new electrically ad-
justable workstation to provide better postural con-
ditions. As the debate on reproductive effects con-

dimes, they allow transfer of employees on request
away from VDT work and participate in government-
sponsored research to determine the nature and ex-
tent of the problems (Ostbeig, 1986). This is not to
say that similar efforts are not to be found in the
United States. Several U.S. employers have also
taken the same or similar measures that Swedish
Tele Com took and also are cur.4. tly participating
in U.S. government VDT research. The difference is
that in Sweden the action was taken when the prob-
lems were first reported, while in the U.S. it has
taken years for employer response. In Sweden the
response is widespread, while in the United States it
is the exception.

When it comes to less well-dermed VDT health
issues such as job stress, there has been a much
greater difference in the Swedish and US. employer
response. Inc ", federal safety laws prohibit
overly repetiti. .aring" work as detrimental to
employee psych. 4icai health. Companies and
unions work together to develop jobs that have
broadened content through various measures such
as job enlargement and enrichment, job rotation,
and employee participation. There are no federal
laws in the U S. that would mandate similar re-
quirements even though research has demonstrated
that many VDT jobs are highly repetitive and
stressful (Smith, 1987). The Swedish approach to
social democracy may not be acceptable or even
desirable in the United States because it requires a
legislative mandate for worker (union)/employer
cooperation. It specifies participation in decisions
about the design of work and the application of
technology as a worker right through the participa-
tion of the union in company policy and decision
making. This is vastly different from the collective
bargaining approach typified in the U.S. In addi-
tion, a much smaller percentage of the U.S. work-
force is unionized (about 22 percent versus 90 per-
cent), and problems of implementation in nonunion
companies could occur. Specific aspects of social
democracy, such as cooperation between labor and
management, employee involvement in job design,
and recognizing that work is more than a paycheck,
may be useful in developing a model of labor rela-
tions for health and safety considerations in using
new technology.

Employee Involvement
Organizational and job design experts have

long proposed that employee involvement in work
enhances motivation and produces efficiency and
product quality benefits (Lawler, 1986). Examples
of this are the Scanlon Plans used in the U.S. dur-
ing WWII, quality circles pioneered in Japan, qual-
ity of working life committees and joint labortman-
agement committees for solving production
problems and ensuring product quality. Some
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health and safety experts feel that employees should
be involved in safety programming and hazard rec-
ognition to promote safety motivation (Peterson,
1979). An effective example of using this concept in
health and safety is the Hazard Survey Program
(Smith, 1973; Smith, 198S). This program was
started at the University of Wisconsin in the early
1970's as an alternative to formalized safety inspec-
tions of plant facilities. The central concept is that
employees know more about their jobs and the haz-
ards of their jobs than anyone else. Research at tlm
University and the Wisconsin Department of Indus-
ix), and Labor (Smith et al., 1971) showed that
most hazards were either transient or due to improp-
er organizational or individual behavior. Such haz-
ards are not likely to be observed during monthly
formal inspections by safety staff or annual compli-
ance inspections by state or federal inspectors. The
theory proposes that the way to keep on top of
thew transient and behavioial hazards is to have
them identified on a continuous daily basis by the
employees as they occur.

The organization of the hazard survey includes
a review committee, contact persons in each organi-
zational unit and checklist forms turned in by em-
ployees that identify hazards when they occur. The
process includes all levels of t ,e organization from
the shopfloor to top management. At the shopfloor
level employees use a checklist that identifies the
nature of hazard, the location, the time of occur-
rove, the type of accident that it could lead to (if
known), the seriousness, and recommendations for
elimination or control. Employees are not required
to fill in all of the information, just that which
identifies the hazard and its location. However, ex-
perience with this program shows that many em-
ployees want to be involved in their own safety.
Having therm think about the hazards and their
control reinforces employee interest, motivation,
and knowledge about safety and health matters.
Many of the employee suggestions for hazard con-
trol demonstrate innovation and provide cost-effec-
tive solutions that may not have been thought of by
the professional safety and health staff.

lb control the survey process and ensure that
"real" hazards are dealt with, a bureaucracy must
be established. One effective structure is to have
designated persons in each work area that serve to
funnel the identified hazards to a review committee
that evaluates the checklist information. These des-
ignated persons are known to everyone in the work
area as the hazard survey contact person who can
supply a checklist on request. When emergency haz-
ards are identified, these persons can access key
safety, health, and management personnel directly,
which ensures quick action to resolve the situation.
For instance, if a biological spill occurs, this person
can work with the supervisor to control exposure,
call in medical staff, and contact the decontamina-
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tion specialists. TYpically, these functions are the
sole responsibility of the first-lin or middle -level
supervison. This program provides a sharing of se-
lect management responsibilities and power with
the line employees.

For hazards that are not immediate emergen-
cies, the checklist is filled out by an employee,
given to the designated person, and then forwarded
to the review committee. This review committee is
made up of a subset of designated persons, select
safety and health staff, union representatives, a few
first-line supervisors, and select managers. The re-
view committee evaluates each hazard checklist at a
weekly meeting and rates the importance of each
hazard. When frivolous hazards are submitted, they
are rejected. The checklist is a three-pan form that
provides for committee ratings and recommended
action. One part of the form is sent back to the
work area where it originated the day following the
committee meeting. This provides feedback to the
employees of the work area about the nature of the
hazard, its priority, and any action that is proposed
to resolve it.

This approach has several elements that are
similar to the social democracy approach but which
are applied differently. Cooperation between em-
ployees and management is central to effectively
identifmg and eliminating hazards. Employees are
directly involved in the identification of hazards
and thus their own health and safety. They partici-
pate through hazard identification and by serving
as a designated hazard survey contact person. There
is a sharing of power with employees to deal with
emergencies and in making decisions about the ac-
tion to be taken on identified hazards. The use of
involvement and being able to have some say in the
control of hazards acts as a motivational force for
health and safety awareness and action by employ-
ees. It also provides a check and balance on the
professional health and safety activities in a com-
pany by providing input, direction, and discussion
about hazards. This keeps the professional staff
abreast of current issues and problems worthy of
interest. It provides a means for early warning indi-
cators of some of the difficult to define hazards
and their symptoms, such as chronic trauma, stress,
and biological contamination.

But the approach has weaknesses. It can be
misused by management and unions. With this ap-
proach, there is not necessarily a requirement for
union involvement. Employee participation is direct
and at the work area level. While there is no re-
quirement for union involvement, for the process to
be cooperative it is important to have the unions
involved, preferably zing the union stewards in
each work area. While it is administratively feasible
to have the union excluded from the review commit-
tee, this poses serious practical problems, especially
when it comes to the implementation of solutions



and somal labor-management relations. Theoreti-
cally this approach could function properly without
union involvement, but not practicallyt Essentially,
this process has the potential to weaken important
union functions, such as ensuring worker WON by
getting direct employee involvement without union
input. Therefore in unionized companies, it should
be a requirement for the union to be repented at
the review committee level. This enhances the coop-
erative nature of the process and reduces the com-
bative reactions.

There is the possibility that the union could
abuse this ptocess. In a hostile labor relations envi-
ronment, when a new technology is introduced into
the workplace, the union could program employees
to submit many hazard checklists to =ate prob-
lems for management. When collective bargaining
on these technology and health and safety issues
breaks down, the union could use this process to
harass managendmt. This then would be an addi-
tional forum for the grkvance process. Again, this
undermines the cooperative spirit of this program.
The program can only be effective if there is agree-
ment between workers (unions) and management
that this process is to be used for health and safety,
not for collective bargaining or grievances.

Itsting of the hazard survey approawk in five
foundries and one metal stamping company showed
the housed effectiveness of this approach over
she safety inspection (Cleveland, 1976). The re-
sults showed that worker identification of hazards
correlated between 0.53 and 0.80 with the types of
hazards causing worker's compensation injuries,
while state inspector citations for violations of
safety standards related to only 10 percent of the
worker's compensation injuries. In contrast, this
program was not as successfully implemented in the
public sector (Richardson, 1973). Several public
agencies, including elementary schools, a university
hospital, a state mental hospital, a municipal golf
course, and a state labor agency, implemented haz-
ard identification programs in 1972 and 1973 with
mixed success. In many cases, employees were not
as successful in identifying hazards that reflected on
the majority of workers' compensation injuries,
even though they were almost always able to iden-
tif the most serious hazards that produced inju-
ries. However, the critical clement in success or fail-
ure of this approach in the public agencies was the
follow-up by management on the hazards identi-
fied. In agencies where management failed to take
action and to provide feedback to the employees,
the hazard identification programs always failed
due to reduced employee interest. This same kind
of problem has been seen in other programs using
employee participation. When the employee input
into the process is not used, employees reduce their
involvement (Lawler, 1986).

Another employee Invol vement approach that

could be successful in addressing some of the
emerging issues of new technology is the Joint
Union/Management Ergonomk Committee. This
was developed at the University of Wisconsin
School for librkers and deals solely with specific
types of hazards due to ergonomic problems (Hag-
glund, 1981). This approach starts with a joint
training course for union stewards and line manag-
ers about the hazards of chronic trauma and possi-
ble ergonomic interventions to resolve these prob-
lems. The course covers bow to recognize
ergonomic hazards, how to measure the hazard po-
tential, and how to develop dialogue and coopera-
tion between labor and management. This training
is led by a facilitator (typicall a University staff
person) and is conducted at the company during
work hours. Employees and supervisors are given
time from their jobs to participate, which demon-
stnttes the importance of the program. One main
purpose of the training is to generate discussion
between line managers/supervisors and union repre-
sentatives about specific hazards and worker per-
ceptions. This give and take develops an undo--
standing of the other person's perspective and
concerns. It often generates good solutions, espe-
cially toward the end of the course when an under-
standing of the course technical material is inte-
grate within the specific context of the plant.

After the training, an ergonomics committee
composed of top management, select line manage-
ment, and select union stewards is established that
meets on a regular basis to discuss ergonomic prob-
lems and potential solutions. Employees with ergo-
nomic problems can report them to a member of
this committee, which midis to be a union steward.
Semi-annual retraining is given to the ergonomics
committee on emerging issues that are generated by
the kinds of problems being reported at the com-
pany. This approach has been extremely successful
in reducing the extent of chronic trauma in elec-
t/oak assembly plants in Wisconsin.

The worker involvement and participative ap-
proaches have been very successful in improving
productivity and quality in manufacturing and as-
sembly. Some similar success has been demon-
strated for health and safety problems, especially
those that are easily recognized by workers such as
chronic trauma hazards. The application and suc-
cess of these approaches has brought about a revo-
lution in thinking about the specific responsibilities
of manawmod and labor. These programs have
succeeded where management and labor have devel-
oped a respect and trust for the contributions each
can make. This is a shift from confrontation to co-
operation. But, it does not occur overnight, or
without some compelling foie, such as the specter
of a serious hazard, that establishes the need to co-
operate. 'Dust only comes later, after a track record
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of mutual benefit is demonstrated. As one longtime
union member at a General Motors plant put it,
"It's a lot more difficult working together. When
labor and management used to fight, hell, that was
easy. You'd take a position and hold itwin or
lose. Now it's compromising all the way through to
solve problems" (Zino, 1988). Such compromise is
hard when you are not used to it.

Collective Bargaining Approach
The history of labor relations in the United

States is one of negotiated agreements rather than
the cooperative approaches seen in countries such
as Sweden that use a fascial democratic approach.
Collective bargaining is predicated on the belief
that informed and sensible parties can come to an
agreement on a range of issues affecting employee
well-being including occupational health and safety.
Unfortunately, history has shown that the major
employee well-being factors that end up in such
agreements deal primarily with wages and benefits.
Safety and health considerations are often included
but are compromised for wage increases or benefit
enhancements. Most importantly, these agreements
typically do not address the "unknowns"; rather
they deal with what is current knowledge. Thus,
the unknown hazards of new technology do not
get included, since they are not part of current
knowledge.

A major union strategy for improving occupa-
tional safety and health has been to encourage state
and federal governments to develop laws. regula-
tions, and standards to control known or suspected
hazards. The Mining Safety and Health Act of 1969
and the Occupational Safety and Health Act of
1970 are prime examples of major successes. In re-
cent years, there have not been similar successes at
the federal keel. An example of a very recent activ-
ity has been attempts by unions to get VDT safety
legislation passed by several state legislatures and
introduced into the federal Congress. Recently, the
passage of such a law in Suffolk County, New
Ibrk, demonstrates a minor victory for this
approach. Even to, the efficacy of local legislation
in dealing with the potential hazards of new tech-
nology is questionable considering the long time
frame, often several years, needed to get such legis-
lation passed and implemented, and the variation in
local laws are often based on compromise and not
on science or health and safety considerations.

There have been other union/management ini-
tiatives for addressing safety and health within spe-
cific corporations. The United Auto Workers con-
tract with Chrysler Corporation in 1973 called for
the appointment by the company of union safety
and health representatives paid for by the company
and for the formation of plant safety and health
committees with worker representation (Mirer,
1988). This spread to other companies in the auto-
motive industry as contracts came up for renewal.
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Union health and safety representatives were trained
alongside their management counterparts. This con-
tract also provided workers with access to plant-
level safety and health information and data so that
they knew more about the hazards at the work-
place. Miter (19814 states, "Tin local health and
safety committee provided an arena for problem
solving, while the complaint and grievance proce-
dure backed by the right to strike provided an arena
for resolving unsolved problems."

This far-reaching agreement was the basis for
more extensive cooperation between the UAW and
automat .;s. At General Motors Corporation, the
comply id the UAW have undertaken a coopera-
tive program of jointly working together on a host
of issues including safety and health. In their 1987
collective bargaining agreement, "jointness" was
defined as ". . . activities will be jointly devel-
oped, monitored, and evaluated" (Miner, 1988). In
his review of this program, Mira (1988) goes on to
say, "Furthermore, decisions must be arrived at in a
setting which is r:taracterized by the parties work-
ing together in an atmosphere of mutual trust:
making mutual decisions at all levels which respect
the concerns and interests of the parties involved;
sharing responsibility for the problem-soling pro-
cess; and sharing the rewards of achieving common
goals."

This commitment to cooperation must be the
backbone for future labor/management megrims
aimed at dealing with the hazards of new technol-
ogy. But, before we rejoice that the battle can be
won primarily by cooperative involvement, sober
reflection on the diverse nature of future hazards,
such as biohazards hydrological stress, and new
chemicals, indicates there is much more to be
done than just working together. There is also the
need for much more research, for constant vigi-
lance, for pilot studies to catch emerging problems,
and for increased federal action in a coordinated
way.

Recommendations
It is my belief that the following considerations

will have to become part of a new labor relations
philosophy for addressing the health and safety
problem, of new technology:

1. Management/labor cooperation: The huge
potential for disaster from the possible hazards of
new technology requires that everyone contribute to
hazard recognition and control. This offers a
greater base of input into decisions about the na-
ture and control of such potential hazards. Many of
the new hazards will be psychological rather than
physical. Such problems require a diver slily of input
to get a perspective on potential health effects.
When these inputs are provided in a positive for-
mat, their acceptance is greater. Confrontation and
finger pointing can be divisive and create an atmo-



'phut where action is delayed. Such delay can ulti-
mately lead to disaster. liar instance, epigenetic
products have a lifespan of less than five years. If
these products pose a hazard, the nature and signif-
icance must be known quickly, and action taken
quickly. Delays due to confrontation or use of stan-
dard- setting procedures slow down the control pro-
cess and arpose workers to unnecessary risk.
Such cooperation requires an atmosphere of
tespect, honesty, and trust. There are current exam-
ples of how this can be achieved at a plant level,
and even at a corporate or industry level (for in-
stance, the 1973 United Auto Workers contract with
Chrysler Corporation and the 1987 GM contract).

2. Management and labor must be willing to
confront "problans" in a positive atmosphere.
Even in the happiest of families, there are argu-
ments and confrontations. This is healthy and pro-
vides a safeguard against abuse. The same is true
of health and safety in labor relations. Thar will
sometimes be a need to confront when cooperative
efforts have stalled. The difference in this new ap-
jnnach and traditional confrontation is the underly-
ing belief in the honesty of the other party and
trust that they will do what is right and proper.
Very few managers would willingly expose workers
to serious health and safety hazards. Thus, the ba-
sis of confrontation is misunderstanding or misin-
fbrmation. Therefore, the purpose of confrontation
is to provide information and perspectives that can
UMW as the basis for cooperative, joint problem
solving. Where information is lacking, then an
agenda for getting the information can be coopera-
tively established. The sharing of health and safety
Information and data as specified in tlw 1973
UAW/Chrysler contract is the type of effort that is
needed since it makes information available to ev-
eryone for the most effective problem solving. In
the end, confrontation can be a check and balance
within the framework of cooperation.

3. Workers must be actively involved in the
process of technological innovation. First, new tech-
nology often brings psychological concerns about
job future, exotic hazards, and job changes.
Whether these concerns are valid or not is unimpor-
tant if they produce stress and motivational prob-
lems. Worker involvement and sharing of informa-
tion with workers can reduce concerns about new
technology. Second, there are certain kinds of haz-
ards that workers are knowledgeable about. Having
workers reporting these serves as a front line of de-
fense. In addition, workers often have some exper-
tise that can be applied to developing hazard con-
trol methods. Third, for many hazards, it is
important that constant surveillance be maintained.
The worker is the most logical source for this.

Workers can report emerging symptoms, unusual
reactions, or unexpected results from the work ac-
tivity. !bunk responding quickly to potential haz-
ards may prevent a disaster. If workers are trained
in reporting health symptoms, then it may be possi-
ble to detect hazards before they do any damage.
This is especially critical for biohazards for which
no health effects data is available.

Employees and unions should be included early
in the process of technological innovation to pro-
vide input and expertise. This will also help in
reducing employee fears associated with new
technologies.

Worker training in reporting health and safety
concerns is essential. Some formal training in haz-
ard recognition would also be useful. A training
fonnat such as the labor/mm*8mm ergonomic
teams could be successfully used for this.

4. There is a need for constant vigilance at the
workplace when new technologies are introduced to
catch problems before they become serious. Coop-
erative efforts between labor and management will
provide the climate for reporting symptoms and
discomforts early. Use of hazard surveys and other
techniques will provide the basis for judgments
about the nature, =test, and hazard potential of
any problems. National reporting systems using pi-
lot studies and case evaluations need to be imple-
mented to supplement current injury and illness
reporting systems.

5. There is a need for special health and safety
technical expertise. Many of the new technologies
will produce hazards that require special expertise
for examination and control. Workers do not have
the technical skills for this. Management will have
to develop technical staff in the health and safety
program. It would be useful to provide union stew-
ards with technical orientation as well. A model for
such a program is the Wbrkplace Health Fund "Er-
gonomics Itaining" grant from the National Insti-
tute for Occupational Safety and Health.

Government will have an essential responsibil-
ity to conduct research that will provide input to
labor and management interaction. This technical
information will have to be presented so that it can
be understood by labor and management, and not
just scientific staff. Covernment will also have to
provide some level of compliance activity to im-
prove safety at recalcitrant companies. The role of
government will generally be consultative and infor-
mational which will support the cooperative efforts
of labor and management.

Universities will need to develop more profes-
sionals to deal with the safety and health impact of
new technology. Specialities in business, engineer-
ing, toxicology, genetics, epidemiology, and medi-
cine should be emphasized.
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6. A formal structure is needed for implement-
ing the cooperative efforts of labor and manage-
ment. This structure should provide for sharing of
health and safety information, gathering hazard/
symptom information, interaction between labor
and management, and the development of expertise
tbr defining and controlling the hazards of new
technology. The structure should reflect the specific
corporate approaches to labor relations and produc-
tion. There is no one structure that will be best for
all corporations.

7. The Occupational Safety and Health Admin-
istration should consider implementing a standard
that requires all employers to have a joint employee
(unionVmanagement safety and health committee.
One aspect of this committee's responsibilities
would be to review the impact of proposed new
technologies. This regulation would "force" the
intaactim needed between employees and manage-
ment. C f course, the most effective interaction will
occur if cooperative efforts are undertaken, rather
than by "forcing" interaction through regulation.
However, to guarantee that such interaction occurs
in all pia= of employment, such a regulation is
necessary.

In conclusion, the future holds great challenges
in dealing with the health and safety issues of new
technology. Hazards that have never been seen be-
fore, changes in work processes that may be stress-
ful, and new angles on old hazards, all will require
new solutions. These hazards will be harder to de-
fine and control. Itaditional methods of health and
safety programming will not be responsive to these
challenges. New approaches based on labor/man-
agement cooperation and employee involvement will
be needed. This is in line with new concepts of pro-
duction management and quality and productivity
improvement, and may be able to be integrated into
such approaches. In essence, these efforts reflect a
new era in labor relations.
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Discussion
In response to Michael Smith's paper, Larry

McKean described the health and safety challenges
resulting from federal product safety regulations
that have required his firm to use chemicals with
uncertain health effects. A second health and safety
issue, McKean suggested, arises from the increased
competitive pressure in many firms to rapidly intro-
duce new products or materials into the workplace,
hampering efforts to anticipate potential hazards.

Smith argued that the first problem reflects the
absence of broad national policy and federal and
state Interagency '-onsensus and coordination in
monitoring the reutionsitip between technological
innovation and safety and health. Any discussion of
biological, chemizal, psychological, or physical haz-
ards involves a number of different agencies, rather
than OSHA alone. Moreover, Smith suggested, the
necessary expertise for reviewing and monitoring
the health and safety effects of new technologies is
scattered. Greater efforts on the part of educational
institutions in particular are needed in order to pro-
vide training and expertise. As for the rapid proto-
typing of chemical products and products contain-
ing new chemicals and other substances, Smith said
that these pressures are common in a number of
industries, asserting that

poNcymakers just don't have the knowledge
and background to make good decisions.

Sheldon Friedman (Research Director, UAW)
supported the idea that new technology is a mixed
blessing from the standpoint of health and safety in
the workplace. Friedman cited the example of spot-
welding robots, which reduce workers' exposure to
hazardous substances such as lead, yet can create
new hazards, including the risk of robot-inflicted
injuries and even death among the workers who
maintain them. Another practice, computer moni-
toring of *odors, raises a number of serious quer,
dons. The Congressional Office of Ilechnology As-
sessment has estimated ti' million U.S. workers
are subject to computer r aitoring. Friedman sug-
gested that this practice increases the stress level of
many jobs and also can represent an invasion of
privacy and an assault on dignity. In its 1987 bar-
gaining with one of the major auto companies, the
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UAW negotiated contract language that prohibited
the use of computers to monitor workers for setting
production standards or supporting disciplinary ac-
tions. This collective bargaining breakthrough for
the UAW, however, has not spread very far yet.

lb help deal with the problems created by the
introduction of new technologies, Friedman said
that discussions and joint health and safety initia-
tives involving the UAW and major employers have
been highly successful and have led to the develop-
ment of important training, research, and ergonom-
ics programs. Nevertheless, these private sector labor-
management initiatives are undercut by a lack of
government support for new health and safety
regulations and for the enforcement of existing
regulations:

That is really the critical problem . . . the
weakened enforcement . . the cutbacks
that have occurred in the budgets for those
pmgimns. . . . These are all wry serious
prol*ms, and they couldn't come at a
worse time given the pace of technological
change. . . .

Early involvement of unions and workers in
the planning and introduction of new technologies
also can improve the design and organization of
jobs and work as well as workplace health and
safety. By the time the decision is made by manag-
ers to purchase and install a specific type of equip-
ment, Friedman noted, problems with health and
safety, job content, and workplace stress that could
have been avoided may instead be locked into ',trice.
These problems are still more acute in firms in
which workers are not represented by a union:

Maybe we need to start thinking about pub-
lic policies that would requim companies to
have safety committees, even If they don't
have a union, that would give workers mean-
ingful input. . . .

Commenting on the role of safety committees,
Linda Lampkin (Research Director, American Fed-
eration of State, County, and Municipri Employees)
reported that some 70 percent of AFSCME's local
unions.have safety and health committees. She con-

.) ;)
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tended, however, that many of these committees
have little power:

They are used as a wobble. . . . Manage-
ment says, 'We won't deal with this at the
bargaining IsdAe. We will set Ws health and
safety committee up, and then WS won't
have to deal with this moblem.' And It le a
way to let the eider blow off steam and not
affect the economics or the thrill-to-day bar.
gidrOng. It Is very good to talic about the kick
of information and the need for trodning, but
the union wane more hwolvement and more
participation in something that Is really a
power struggle . . going on over both the
!rabbi) lamas and . . . how they Bobs)
will be designed as well as the health and
safety aspects of it. . . .

As an example of a significant joint union-
management effort in the realm of health and
safety, Morton Bahr described an invitation from
Bell Labs to the Communications Workers to work
with ergonomics researchers in designing video dis-
play terminals. This joint initiative improved the
design of work stations and yielded design stan-
dards that the union uses in dealing with other em-
ployers. With regard to computer monitoring, Bahr
noted that if corporate management did not move
to address abuses, federal legislation was likely to
be enacted.

In comments prefiguring a central point in his
paper with Richard Walton, Robert McKersie noted
that computer monitoring illustrates the dual poten-
tial of many new technologies to either extend em-
ployer control over workers in an essentially
ulkyloristic" fashion or to enhance and improve
workers' decision-making autonomy and control
over their jobs:

In fact, there ate some offices where the
swims don't mind being, In a sense, ob-
served as long as the feecback comes wry
quickly and it is constructive and problem
solving. So, ft is a very complicated subject,
and It just points up how technology, in this
case inbrmation technology, presents some
many thematically different alternatives, and
it molly then gets to the westion of how
management and the union, if there is a
union present . . . work out a strategy br
dealing with the power that is now present.

Following up on Sheldon Friedman's com-
ments, John Read argued that the management of
the introduction of technology into the workplace,
rather than the collective bargaining environment
alone, plays a key role in the health and safety area.
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The application of technology in many companies,
he contended, is effectively determined by techni-
cians and engineers who may have little interaction
with the managers or workers who must utilize the
new equipment or manage the new plant. In some
instances, line managers, employees, local unhan
leaders, and company human resources managers
do not even see the technology until it is ready for
implementation. In order to integrate the technol-
ogy with the human resource issues, which include
more than health and safety alone, a broader plan-
ning effort must begin well in advance of the
conimitment to a specific process technology or
equipment.

John Stepp expressed concern over the outlook
for health and safety based on the comments thus
far in the discussion. The development and impk-
mentation of new technologies are occurring more
rapidly than heretofore in many manufacturing and
nonmanufacturing firms. These technologies and
the accele rated pace of their introduction create
greater demands for expertise in health and safety
areas. At the same time, shifts in the structure of
the economy appear to be changing the nature of
the workplace in ways that make it more difficult to
enforce existing regulations and standards:

. . m a n y o f t h e n e w j o b s tare] being cm-
ated in this country in small companies with
Inadequate resources, the vast majority of
which me not mganized. So, them is not a
union to play that protective role, and clearly
them ate very limited *oder& resources. I
think we have sii.tly over 'I,000 htspectors
across the country In OSHA now, . . . bade
equate by any re's mess um. MI we are be-
ing confronted with this mildd deployment of
much more sophisticated technologies. It
doesn't aeon to me that inspection after the
fact is likely to produce the desired results.

Stepp suggested that the experiences of other
industrial nations may provide some useful guide-
lines for U.S. efforts to deal with this challenge.
Michael Smith cited the example of Sweden, where
union-management ucodetermination" (including
union representation on corporate boards) seems to
give health and safety issues a higher priority. The
safety and health experts in a Swedish plant, he
pointed out, often operate with considerable inde-
pendence from management. This may increase
workers' willingness to report problems as they oc-
cur. Smith expressed pessimism about the prospects
for an innovative federal policy in the U.S. for
health and safety issues. He believed that any such
initiative would require sustained pressure from la-
bor and management, as well as demonstrated suc-
cess in joint efforts.



Several other participants discussed health and
safety regulation in other industrial economies.
Lynn Williams reported that the povince of Que-
bec requites joint health and safety committees in
enterprises above a specific size. The law also pro-
vides that health and safety standards must be es-
tablished unrirr the supervision of a joint commit-
:cc in which labor and management have equal
repoentation. Gunnar Westerrnark (Director and
Heed of the Labor Market Section of the Swedish
Em&yers' Confederation) observed that in Sweden
high health and safety standards are regarded as a
means to image efficiency but, even more impor-
tantly, provide an effective way to recruit good
workers. Especially in the Swedish economy, where
the labor force is growing slowly, attracting young
workers requires that a firm demonstrate a serious
amnnitnnun to a safe workplace.

John Read commented on the Quebec system
of mandatory health and safety committees, ex-
posing concern about providing workers with pow -
ers to evaluate safety and health violations. Any
shop-floor process of codetennination that gave
work= such broad authority must also train them
to make such judgnamts. The answer to health and
safety problems in the adoption of new technolo-
gies, lw contended, lies more in the effective inte-
grafi= of health and safety concerns with the
broader processes of decisionmaking on new tech-
flaw adoption, in developing and enforcing phi-
losophic; at the top and actions at the bottom of
an organization that make such integration a
requirement.

Linda Lampkin suggested that increasing
awareness among the general public of the potential
effects of toxic chemicals and other hazards gives
unions greater leverage in dealing with health and
safety issues:

the drive for community right-to-know
laws, we have won some arguments about
the kind of pesticides that our park workers
use because the public Mike by those
parks, sits on the benches where they have
*et sprayed stuff that is similar to Agent
Orange to kill the weeds.

John Stepp posed a broad question regarding
U.S. labor law, noting that the majority of the
group agreed that "Thylorism" is outmoded as a
philosophy of work forte management, particularly
insofar as it assumes that the work force is coin-

posed of two mutually exclusive groupsthinkers
and doers. He contended that Thylorism neverthe-
less is embedded in federal law:

. . in 1935, with the passage of the Wag-
ner Act, we incorporated lkylorism into our
national labor policy. . . . Can we get rid
of Wool= and keep our present labor,
management mochtl?

Lynn Williams agreed that ibylorism is out-
moded, but argued that an adversarial relationship
between labor and management is inherent in the
fact that "owners still own and workers don't, and
at some point in this process you have to determine
how are we going to share the economic fruits of
this successful enterprise." Collective bargaining
should be a rational problem - solving process, rather
than a highly emotional confrontation, he sug-
gested, but it should not be rejected as a fundamen-
tal component of later - management relations.
Morton Bahr noted that the adversarial tone of
labor-management relations can be improved or
moderated in many instances by conducting discus-
sions between contract negotiations that focus on
problem solving; among other things, this approach
means that many issues receive the attention of
management and union leaders before contact
talks.

Joseph Mahon agreed that the National Labor
Relations Board (NLRB) tends to pursue a very le-
galistic approach to labor-management relations in
its decisions, rather than exploring new approaches.
Jack Barry (President, International Brotherhood
of Electrical 'Workers) expressed an alternative view,
arguing that the Wagner Act contains more flexibil-
ity than many unions or managers sometimes
suggest:

. . . the advererwial approach to labor-
management relations in this country has
worked very well for the country and for the
workers in this country, both unionized and
roan-unionized. . . . I think that isylorhun
has proven to be detrimental to the interests
of the country and to the workers and to the
companies. So, I think that we can moped
under the auspices of the Wagner Act con-
tinuing to reject and as companies
and some labor unions do, grant exceptions
to the Wagner Act.

f,
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Nilarew technologies are often essential to the ef-
fort of enterprises to become more competi-
tive. How the technology is introduced, in

how labor-management issues are han-
dled, will strongly influence whether the new tech-
nology makes its potential contribution. The pur-
pose of this paper is to outline briefly what we have
learned over the past decade about this subject.

We need to distinguish at the outset between
two broad workforce management strategies, be-
cause what we have been learning applies more to
one of these strategies than the other. We label one
of these strategies "mutual compliance" and the
other "mutual commitment" (Walton, 1987a). We
propose that these alternative approaches to work -
force management influence the design of technol-
ogy as well as the way it is implemented.
Conversely, we propose that. the design and imple-
mentation of new technology can be a powerful
force toward either a compliance or commitment
organization.

The traditional employment relationship as-
sumes no more than employer and employee com-
pliance. Each agrees to comply with certain terms
of employment, either prescribed or tacitly under-
stood. Under mutual compliance employees are a-
parted to give a fair day's effort for a fair day's pay,
and management is expected to supervise this bar-
gain in a firm but fair manner. Mutual commitment

goes well beyond such a traditional arrangement.
The employee becomes committed to the organiza-
tion and its goals, which is matched by additional
commitment by the employer to the employees wel-
fare. Employee commitment takes many forms, in-
cluding initiative to improve quality, reduction of
scrap and other waste, and an increase in the pro-
ductivity of their own labor. Similarly, the organi-
zation's commitment to workers can be expressed in
a variety of ways, including strong employment as-
surances, opportunities to participate in decisions,
and programs for training and retraining.

Many organizations continue to rely upon con-
trol and compliance techniques that have been per-
fected over many decadesclear demarcations be-
tween planning and executing, narrow and deskilled
jobs, individual accountability, standards of mini-
mum performance, close supervision, and labor, in
general, treated as a variable cost. While these tech-
niques often are depersonalizing and &motivating,
their adverse effects may be minimal in practical
terms; moreover under control conditions, the orga-
nization has circumscribed its dependence on the
competence and internal motivation of the individ-
ual. Therefore, some corporations and government
agencies still regard mutual compliance as the most
practical approach available to them for managing
at least .1 fraction of their work force.
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While a few companies have practiced mutual
commitment for many decades. the trend toward
relying upon policies that elicit employee commit-
ment and less on ones that impose control really
began in Inc early 1970s, as management sought to
extend to other workers an approach long idealized
in relations with the professional work forcechal-
lenging work, self-supervision, open communica-
tion, and mutual influence. In effect, labor is
treated as a resource to be developed rather than as
a variable cost.

The above distinctions are important for the
present discussion of new technology. The choke
between contrasting management strategiescontrol
versus commitmentwill determine the labor rela-
tions dynamics that will be encountered in the pro-
cess of introducing new technology, and therefore
the steps that are appropriate in order to make the
process as constructive as possible. Also, some of
the new workplace technologies. especially those
utilizing advanced information technologies, usually
can be exploited more effectively with the mutual
commitment approach than with control and com-
pliance. Therefore. while we will also discuss the
dynamics and techniques associated with new tech-
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nology introduced into a stable framework of mu-
tual compliance, we will emphasize situations where
management is attempting to initiate or strengthen
a commitment organization.

Mutual compliance is found in both non-
unionized and unionized companies. Similarly. mu-
tual commitment is being pursued in companies
that do not deal with unions as well as those that
do. Often the mutual commitment approach is
jointly sponsored by management and union.

Management's approach to its work force,
which we have been discussing, and its strategy for
dealing with unions are closely related. Beginning in
the mid-1970s, American management's strategies
toward unions developed along two contrasting
paths. One strategy attempts to weaken the union,
permitting management to manage as it sees fit.
The other strategy attempts to expand the area of
cooperation between management and the union.

These two strategies are alternative approaches
to the same compelling problem confronted by
managementa lack of competitiveness. Manage-
ment's predicament is aptly portrayed in the frame-
work in Figure 1 (Walton 1987b). Consider that

Flaunt

Labor Relations Orientation
Adversarial Cooperative

B

1

I

I A

I

+

Strategy A- Attempt to weaken union power in order to
secure deep economic and work rule
concessions; and accept adversarial
relations.

Strategy B- Attempt to generate a cooperative
relationship with union in order to support
participative improvements in quality and
productivity; and accept that economic
concessions and formal work rule
modifications may be modest.
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management's relations with its union can be either
ache/serial or cooperative (or some point on the
spectnun defined by these end points) and that the
union can either have high relative power (meaning
it can effectively prevent management from doing
much of what It would like to do) or low power.
Union-management relations in many American
industries had become firmly established in the ad-
versarial/high union power quadrant during the
1950s and 1960s. As long as American auto makers
and steel companies, for example, were only com-
pethig with other domestic producers who had simi-
lar labor relations, this condition created no serious
competitive problems. However, once these comps-
nks confronted tough foreign competitors in the
U.S. market, their managements began to recognize
that the combination of powerful unions and adver-
sarial relations was a noncompetitive position.

Two mutes are available to escape this condi-
tion. The first is to attempt to weaken the unions'
power and accept the possibility that adversarial
attitudes may be intensified, at least for a period of
time. This route is best dramatized by an example
outside the private sector, namely President
Reagan't 'Ins to break the air traffic controller
strike r PATCO union, but it also is aempli-
fled by amons taken by Continental Airlines, -

Phelps Dodge, Greyhound, and perhaps USX.
The second escape route is for management to

accept the union's strength and to attempt to trans-
form the relationship into one that emphasizes the
parties' mutual interests to strengthen the competi-
tiveness of the enterprise. This strategy has gener-
ally characterized the relations in recent years be-
tween Foul and the UAW, LTV and USW, AT&T
and CWA, and Xerox and the Amalgamated Cloth -
ink and lbxtile workers (ACTWU)to cite several
examples.

Different advantages and disadvantages are as-
sociated with these contrasting strategies. By at-
tempting to confront and prevail over the union,
management usually seeks deep economic conces-
sions and work rule changes. However, the adver-
sarial climate usually is not conducive to initiatives
by management to enlist employees in other pro-
ductivity improvement activities. In contrast, by
attempting to structure collaborative relations with
its union, management hopes that it can implement
commitment policies and practices and enlist the
spontaneous cooperation of employees in perfor-
mance improvement activities. With this strategy
economic concessions and forma work rule
changes usually are relatively modest, at least in the
short term.

For it to be feasible to pursue the mutual corn-
mitment approach, the parties have to be able to
take a long-term view. For the company this means
that short-run, economic pressures are such that it
can resist the tendency to go flr quicker but quali-
tatively inferior solutions. For the union, this

means that the leadership must enjoy sufficient se-
curity so that they can cooperate with a program of
change without being voted out of office.

Tice Mutual Compliance/Adversarial
Scenario

Certain patterns characterize the introduction
of new technology into companies that adhere to a
mutual compliance approach for at least part of
their work force and that accept an adversarial rela-
tionship with the union, if one is present (Walton
1985). Managers tend to be preoccupied by techni-
cal and economic criteria and deal with social is-
sues only if and when the reactions of employees or
unions require action. Unions attempt to impose
conditions on implementation in order to limit the
technology's adverse effect on the work force, e.g.,
slowing the introduction to ameliorate employment
effects, grieving working conditions for health and
safety masons, enforcing bidding procedures to pro-
tect traditional seniority rights, and protesting
technology-based monitoring in order to reduce job
pressure.

Responding toor anticipating employee and
union resistance, management adds social control
to the other criteria that shape the design of new
technology and generally intensifies the adversarial
battle over managerial prerogatives. Management
finds itself in one or both of the self-reinforcing
cycles depicted in Figure 2. In mutual compliance
situations, managements tend to hold pessimistic
assumptions about workers' motivations and skills.
These assumptions lead management to develop
technologies that deskill and routinize work, which
in turn generate worker apathy or antagonism,
thereby justifying management's earlier assumptions
and its control strategy. The development of
intensely adversarial labor relations in many union-
ized companies has reinforced the dynamics sur-
rounding technology design. An assumption of ad-
versarial relations by management leads it to pursue
objectives and utilize tactics that increase the
union's tendency to challenge and constrain man-
agement actions.

Each of the two self-reinforcing loops depicted
in Figure 2 is robust by itself, but in combination,
they are especially formidable. For example, preoc-
cupied with its position in an adversarial union re-
lationship, management will be especially interested
in work technology that deskills jobs, controls
workers more closely, and permits the removal of
tasks from members of the bargaining unit, because
these effects will increase management's operational
flexibility and minimize certain labor relations
"hassles."

By way of elaboration, the dynamics associated
mutual compliance and adversarial relations

le...1 to the following patterns of work-technolog
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Figure 2

Management of Technology and Labor Relations
Some Self-Reinftrcing Dynamics

Management
Assume

Mane meat Strategies
for lisoisnology
Development Employee and

and Labor Rekdkum Union Responses

Management assumes that
employees tend to be
apathetic or antagonistic
toward work.

I

Management assumes that
union will be adversarial in
virtually all of its dealings
with the company

Management develops work
technology that replaces
labor, desidlis, fragments,
and routinims work, and
monitors workers.

Management giants
"prerogatives," even if
economic concessions am
the price.

Management restricts
information, presents union
with faft accompl, plans to
win any challenge, and
operates without a union
wherever possible.

Employee apathy and
--4P antagonism generated or

reinforced.

I

Union's
adversarial

is strengthened.

Source: R. warton, 1965, p. 208

development:
First, in the design of new work technology,

jobs tend to be deskilled, fragmented, and routin-
ized. This increases management's control over the
work force, but the new jobs also demoralize em-
ployees and limit the positive contribution they can
make to service and cost effectiveness.

Second, as new technology is designed and im-
plemented, the full potential of retraining employ-
ees is seldom realized, even though such retraining
could be advantageous to both the company and
the employees. In addition, management fears that
contract provisions will force them to fill positions
with unqualified persons.

Third, the design of new technology sometimes
moves tasks out of the bargaining unit. This shift
may give management certain tactical labor-
relations advantages, but it assigns to professionals
and supervisors work that neither uses nor develops
their potential and takes away from workers in the
bargaining unit some work that would have utilized
and developed their potential.
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Fourth, electronic monitoring capabilities are
built into the work system that may ensure achieve-
ment of minimum performance but that discour-
age workers from providing any more than the

What advice can be given to planners of new
technology where the employee-management relation-
ship is for some reason locked into a mutual comp&
Mee pattern and the union relationship, if one mists,
is locked into an adversarial mode? In a competitive
business environment it is still in the interests of all
parties to make effective use of new technology. It is
dearly in management's interest to minimize employee
resistance to the new technoksA

The ingredients of effective introduction of tech-
nology in this scenario include: (I) careful communi-
cation by management of the competitive rationale
for the technology and the implementation plans; and
(2) practical compromises that respond to workers'
major concerns, such as advance notice and buffering
the employment and income effects of the technology
and at the same time ensuring that workers comply



with major opaational priorities, such as the staffing
patterns for new technology

Another ingredient is adequate training of the
users to operate the new technology. Certainly,
training is a key intervention for the mutual com-
mitment /cooperation scenario that we will consider
abort* But training also serves an important func-
tion in the mutual compliance situation, namely to
set the stage for holding the workers accountable
for specified results because they have been
instructed In the relevant knowledge to operate the
new equipannt.

Most fundamentally, however, we advise man-
agements and unions presently in the compliance/
adversarial scenario to continue to explore the
feasibility of moving in the direction of mutual
commitment and coopaation. The reasons for this
recommendation will become apparent in the dis-
cussion of the commitment/cooperation scenario.

The Muhud Comnitment1Coopetation
Scenario

Advanced information technology which is
integral to most new work technologies today, is
strengthening management's incentives for creating
a commitment organization (NRC, 1986; Walton
and Sunman, 1987; and Zuboff, 1988). The nature
of computer-based work technology has been
changing in a way that places a higher premium on
an internally motivated and intellectually competent
work force. The trend has been away from automa-
t on applications that simply substitute, pital for
labor toward more complex applications that aug-
ment the role of labor in the production process or
the delivery of services.

Computer-based work systems primarily ori-
ented to cost reduction often attempt to automate
as completely as possible functions previously per-
formed by individuals. In contrast, systems oriented
to adding value (by increasing effectiveness or gen-
erating new products) often emphasize a dynamic
interaction between the technology and its users,
including the generation of new information by the
system to be used in cognitively complex ways by
the users. Zuboff (1985) has referred to these op-
tions as "the two faces of intelligent technology"
and labelled them "automate" and "informate." By
automate she means: "the application of technol-
ogy that increases the self-acting, self-regulating,
and self-correcting capacities of systems." In con-
trast, informate means "the application of technol-
ogy that translates objects, events, and processes
into data and displays that data." She has demon-
strated in a convincing way how these two technol-
ogy strategies have profound implications for the
nature of work and power relations in industrial
society (Zuboff, 1988).

Sharply different types of organizational re
quirements are associated with different forms of

information technology. lbchnology that is almost
exclusively designed to automate operations usually
reduces both headcount and the dependence of the
production system on the judgments of the remain-
ing operators. It is likely to reduce the amount of
training operators need. Under these conditions of
automation adequate performance can often con-
tinue to be obtained by close supervision and
control-oriented organizational rewards and
punishments.

A contrasting organization is needed when new
technology is designed not only to automate certain
ftinctiona (including storing, retrieving, and manip-
ulating information) but also, and more impor-
tantly, to provide operators with new forms of in-
formation to upgrade their decisions and the goods
and services they produce. For this type of technol-
ogy to be operated effectively, the human resource
policies and practices must elicit a high level of
spontaneous commitment, provide for higher level
cognitive skills, and encourage substantial influence
on the part of those who operate the new system.

A case in point is computer integrated manu-
facturing (CIM). A National Research Council
(NRC) committee composed of executives, labor
leaders, and academics and chaired by one of the
authors studied human resource practices in 16
state-of-the-art installations of advanced manufac-
turing technology in the United States (NRC, 1986).
A majority of these installations were computer
integrated manufacturing systems. The committee
found that certain features of this advanced tech-
nolog make a number of high-commitment prac-
tices especially appropriate. For example, elements
of the manufacturing system become more closely
coupled with CIM technology. The tighter interde-
pendence of tasks makes broader jobs and more
flexible assignment patterns extremely advanta-
geous. In addition, the more integrated the system,
the more alert and ready to act workers must be.
Therefore, it is crucial that workers be internally
motivated.

As indicated earlier, close supervision can com-
pensate for lack of motivation where the technology
involves repetitive, short-cycle activities, but it can-
not obviate the need for individual responsibility in
the complex CIM environment. Fortunately, the
increased capital intensity of CIM and the smaller
crew typically required to operate it make it easier
for management to devote the time and resources to
develop high commitment.

Therefore the advanced forms of computer-
based work technology are more effectively
exploited by commitment organizations. Many
forms of advanced information technology not only
depend for their effectiveness upon users who are
internally motivated, but they must be designed and
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managed in a way that elicits that type of motiva-
tion. Advanced information technologies not only
benefit directly from an operator's understanding of
the unit's business; they also can impart sucn un-
derstanding. These technologies not only require
continuous learning; they also promote and rein-
force it.

However, whether these potentially positive re-
lationships between a general commitment orienta-
tion of the organization and the new technology are
realized depends upon how the technology is intro-
duced and managed. The following are offered as
constructive practices.

Articulate Organizational Ideals
In an increasing number of corporations, top

management has formulated a vision of the type of
organization which it believes will enable the corpo-
ration to compete. For example, these visions often
call for some combination of the following: fewer
levels of management, delegation of decisions to
the lowest level where information and expertise can
be provided, more teamwork, more entrepreneurial
spirit, MOT!' self-super Asion, and a stronger cus-
tomer service orientation. It is our contention that
a new technology can either promote or frustrate
the movement toward some of these ideals, depend-
ing on how it is designed and managed.

The existence of an explicit statement of ideals,
whether it is called a management philosophy or an
organizational vision, can serve as a set of social
criteria to guide the development of new technologi-
cal systems. These social criteria can be applied in
the Approval and assessment processes in a way
similar to technical specifications and economic
justification.

Unfortunately, even corporate organizations
that have clearly articulated philosophies and use
them to drive qt 114 of work life efforts and other
organizational development activities seldom ensure
that they are applied in the design and implementa-
tion of new technology. Thus, in the early 19803
when AT&T was trying to revise its managerial style
to be less controlling, and was sponsoring QWL
activities jointly with the Communications Workers
of American (CWA), the Bell Labs and AT&T cen-
tral staffs were designing automated technologies
and computer-aided administrative systems that ran
counter to these new ideals. The automation
deskilled, routinized, and paced workers and more
closely monitored their behavior. Such an experi-
ence is not atypical. American managers and ur.ion
officials generally have been slow to appreciate that
technological choice is social choice. They fail to
appreciate that many technical solutions exist for a
given economic problem, and that each technical
solution has a unique set of social consequences.
Therefore, education about the relationship between
organizational and technological choices is needed
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for line managers, systems developers, human re-
source managers, and union officials. Both private
and public sector institutions should give priority to
responding to this need for new understanding of
these important relationships.

Address Threshold issues
Certain issues are often so crucial in determin-

ing the response of employees and their representa-
tives to new technology that they should be
addressed in policy terms, ideally in advance of any
specific new technology project.

The first threshold issue is employment secu-
rity. No other aspect of the context for implement-
ing new technology is more important than the
presence or absence of assurances about employ-
ment. Workers hold similar concerns whether we
are talking about non-union or unionized work-
places, although the presence of a union usually
ensures that employment security issues and their
relationship to new technology are addressed more
explicitly. The NRC study concluded that "to build
and preserve human commitment and skills
required to operate advance manufacturing technol-
ogy, the policies that govern employment security
and ease labor dislocations must be as favorable as
the competitive circumstances of the enterprise per-
mit" (1986, p. 4). Robert Zager's paper in this vol-
ume, "New lechnology and Continuous Learning,"
outlines innovative practices in this area.

During the 1980s we have seen the evolution of
a number of key principles of employment security
in several bellwether collective bargaining agree-
ments. In the auto industry, the employers have
agreed to the premise that no layoffs should occur
as a result of the introduction of new technology.
Management has been willing to agree to this prin-
ciple since it can control the pace of technological
change and the displacement effects for the work
force can be planned for and handled via a variety
of redeployment efforts involving job banks, re-
training, transfer, and even outplacement to work in
other industries.

Another principle that has emerged recently in
some labor agreements is that before work is moved
out of the bargaining unit (e.g., subcontracting,
shift to overseas operations, etc.), the workers
whose jobs are at risk should be given a chance to
form task forces to study the situation and to for-
mulate a restructuring plan for their operations so
the in-house costs come within range of the com-
petitive benchmarks. Xerox and the ACTWU have
followed this procedure with the result that a num-
ber of departments have "saved their jobs."

This last-mentioned point helps deal with the
concern that is often voiced about employment se-
curity, namely, that it creates a dichotomy between
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the core work force that is part of the mutual com-
mitment system and a more marginal work force
that may not enjoy employment security. lb the
extent that employment continuity is generated by
the actions of the work force to devise means to
keep work in-house, then the resulting benefit
seems more acceptable because it has been earned
rather than being conferred at the expense of some
buffer group.

A second threshold issue occurs in a unionized
context. It relates to the effect of new technology
on the bargaining unit. New technology often
changes the nature of work so fundamentally that it
creates ambiguities about whether the new tasks arc
appropriatdy placed within or outside the bargain-
ing unit.

Recall that in the adversarial scenario both par-
ties view the introduction of new technology as an
opportunity to redefine the effective scope of the
bargaining unit in their favor. In the cooperative
scenario, they are more likely to address other issues
without emphasizing where work ends up in rela-
tion to the bargaining unit. For example, if man-
agement is otherwise trying to delegate functions to
lower levels of the organization, it may willingly
move new activities such as programming and new
decision-making responsibilities into the work of
bargaining unit members. Similarly, if some com-
puterized functions previously performed by bar-
gaining unit members are now more naturally pack-
aged electronically in the work of supervisory or
professional personnel, the union is relaxed about
that outcome.

This can be a highly sensitive issue. The impor-
tant point is to recognize that management's will-
ingness to embrace more work in the bargaining
unit depends in part upon the prospects for union-
management cooperation, and that the union's
readiness to enter into a cooperative relationship
depends upon management actions that respect the
integrity of the bargaining unit.

As the traditional demarcation lines between
blue-collar, white-collar, and professional work be-
come blurred, a number of tension points Burl op-
portunities are presented to the parties. In an in-
strument factory studied by one of the authors
where a compliance pattern existed, the following
sequence occurred. When first generation technol-
ogy was ordered from the vendor, the break-in and
customizing were performed by the operators, all
members of the IAM local. As more specialized
and advanced equipment began to be introduced,
the company found it necessary to perform the cus-
tomizing work in-house but decided to have it be
performed by specialists located in the "model
shop"not a part of the bargaining unit. Conceiv-
ably, the equipment operators could have been
trained in the advanced skill areas of electronics
and optics, but the company chose to maintain

(and even intensify) the adversarial relationship with
the unionin part, because this was the only
unionized plant of this multi-plant company, and
the corporate approach emphasized containment
(and if possible shrinkage) of union influence.

Contrast this example with the experience of
Cummins Engine and its independent white-collar
union. With the same trends mentioned above,
more and more work was naturally falling within
the domain of engineering associates, a position
not normally within the bargaining unit of techni-
cians. The solution reached by the parties was to
include th..! engineering associate position in the
bargaining unit (a gain for the union) but not cover
it with the existing bargaining contract provisions
(a gain for management) (Cappelli and Sherer,
forthcoming).

Initiate a Constructive Climate
Many steps in addition to those described

above can serve to create a climate generally favor-
able to the introduction of new technology. We will
discuss several.

Employment security may relieve some of the
anxiety associated with technological change, but
many employees are anxious about their ability to
operate in the new computer-based environment.
An IBM facility with which the authors are familiar
provides an example where management either en-
couraged or supported a large fraction of the work
force to become educated about the information
technologies that would in the future become the
bases for new work processes and jobs. The positive
motivational effect of this education was at least as
important as the enhanced competence it produced.
Motivation and competence were, of course, both
important dimensions of the social context for the
specific new technology projects.

Some of the most powerful initiatives for creat-
ing a social context favorable to new technology are
those that involve employees directly in problem-
solving activities designed to improve the working
environment and performance. These activities, en-
couraged under such umbrella concepts as quality
of work life (QWL), employee involvement (El),
participative management, and quality circles, help
develop the increased social and cognitive skills and
the attitudes of self-confidence and self-reliance
that will contribute to effective use of the new tech-
nology. Naturally these positive effects occur only
when the activities reflect the genuine commitment
of management to the spirit of participation, are
also sponsored by the union if one is present, and
are accompanied by other supportive changes such
as training. The value of establishing a pattern of
employee participation as a prelude to the effective
introduction of new technology was confirmed by
the NRC study and has been demonstrated in other
experiences of GM, Ford, AT&T, and Cummins
Engine with which the authors are familiar.

'1
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Management initiatives to change its relation-
ship with unions usually must occur in parallel with
those designed to involve employees. Illustrative are
the Common Interest Forum (CIF) initiated in a
number of union-management relationships, includ-
ing those involving UAW with GM and Ford and
the CWA with AT&T.

In the case of AT&T and CWA, the parties
agreed in 1983 to institute CIFs in the many sepa-
rate entities of the Bell System. The forums have
been used in practice in varying degrees. The CIF
at Pacific Bell became a major vehicle in 1985 and
1986 for jointly addressing employment security
issues and for expressing a new "business partner-
ship" between the parties (Kanter, 1988). Local
CIFs were established to deal with other matters
including the introduction of technology. The CIF
was also the setting for developing joint AT&T-
CWA training and retraining efforts, finalized in
one form in the 1986 collective bargaining agree-
ment as a non-profit organization, the Alliance for
Employee Growth and Development. AT&T com-
mitted S7 million per year to the Alliance.

Based on these and other similar ecperiences,
the CWA Executive Board Committee reviewed the
general requirements for moving its relations with
management from adversarialism to cooperation
and the specific contributions that CIFs can make,
and concluded:

This cooperation between union and man-
agement depends in lame part on menewt-
ment's attitucht to the union. Cooperation
must be a two-way street. Just as the union
leaders)* must understand and respect the
company's need to remain mufti* and
competitive, so the company must under-
stand and respect the union's mood to fur-
ther the goals of members and to **mks
new numbers. Ca ." mhos cannot form non-
union subsidiaries in the same time they ex-
pect the union to support their competitive
strategies. Both company and union need to
trust each other so that management does
not undermine the union and the union does
not hold mutually beneficial programs hos-
tagm to collective bmpaining demands.

Ongoing Common Interest Forum discus-
sions can build wydenttancling and dad with
differences hi a non-adversarial manner. The
union will be better able to serve Be mem-
bers and htdp the company's posltion if it
has am early knowledge of and a voice in
company strategies that affect eminent,
work processes, and life on the job. This re-
quites that union leaders talk directly to the
line managers who make thaw decisions
before they are made. This cannot be
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achieved if the union related only to the La-
bor Relations dspwtment While manage-
ment leaders in Labor Rekttkme took the
lead in bringing the union together with Me
mallows, the Ws must Mabel. line man-
agers. in similar fasithm at local levels, the
CF storks only when load CWA leaders de-
velop working ntkitimehip with line man-
amnion! (CWA Resolution, April 14, 1988.
p. 4).

A concrete example of how the common inter-
est forum approach works in practice comes out of
the experience of Pacific Northwest Bell and the
CWA. The position of systems technician had ape-
deiced considerable change as a result of new tech-
nology and testing mocedtnes. The initial approach
to upgrading skills emphasized individual learning
with a battery of tapes and learning modules. A
number of technicians expressed via the work rela-
tions survey a need for a different approach to new
skill acquisition. As a result, a task force was cre-
ated consisting of technicians appointed by CWA,
line managers, and representatives from the local
vocational educational system. As a result of the
recommendation of this group, a telecommunica-
titms course was started on company time for any
technicians who volunteered. It has been very suc-
cessful and a followup course has been launched
(Hilton and Straw, 1987).

It is clear that a mutual influence approach
can have substantial benefit for incumbent workers
whose skills need to be upgraded in the face of new
technology. But does such a strategy also apply to
entry workers in low skill industries, such as the
service sector where many new jobs are being cre-
ated? We believe so. Even the service sector is expe-
riencing the infusion of new technology and new
work organization ideas such as teams. Conse-
quently, the themes of involvement and career en-
hancement also apply to a "low-tech" industry.

Management sometimes uses improvements in
the union relationship as a criterion for deciding
whether to invest in new technology in a particular
plant. It may also use the prospect of the invest-
ment to induce the union to wee to special condi-
tions favorable to the implementation of the new
technology. For example, when Allen-Bradley
started up a computer integrative manufacturing
(CIM) facility in April 1985 to manufacture con-
tractors and relays, it wanted to manage the system
with innovative organizational and human resource
practices (Goldstein and Klein, 1987). UE officials
agreed to give management carte blanche in design-
ing the CIM work organization during the pilot
stage of the project because they wanted to encour-
age the company to place new technology in estab-
lished unionized locations rather than greenfield



sites. The parties subsequently agreed on such mat-
ters as job classifications and selection procedures
when the system was moved from the development
unit to the production department where it was cov-
ered by the union connect.

This arrangement between Allen-Bradley and
the LIE illustrates another condition helpful to the
introduction of new technology namely a willing-
ness to give planners space to experiment and learn.
In this case, both management and the union could
withhold judgment about what departures from
their conventional working arrangementsjob clas-
sifications, flexibility of assignments, pay systems,
and selection criteria and procedureswould be
operationally desirable and politically acceptable.
They could learn from =perils= the operational
advantages of certain practices and workers' reac-
t as to them before deciding which of them to in-
stitutionalize for the CIM system.

The Allen-Bradley example also illustrates the
reciprocal relationship between technology and so-
cial variables, in this case the tenor of union-
management relations. The introduction of new
technology is certainly influence,: by the extent of
cooperative labor-managenent relationsbut the
occasion of new technology introduction also pm-
vides an opportunity to create new arrangements
and understandings which help elaborate mutual
commitment that may only be at a formative stage.

Structure Participative Planning,
Implementation, and Assessment

User involvement has long received at least lip
service by technology developers. The concept is
being broadened to call for the participation of not
only users but other stakeholders in the process,
and not only in implementation activities but also
in the design process. Participation can take many
fonts, as the examples below illustrate.

The NRC study found that employees are
sometimes involved as early as the selection or
adoption decisions involving new technology. At
five unionized sites included in the NRC study,
workers or union officials accompanied engineers
on trips to vendors and rendered opinions on what
equipment to buy. Employees and union representa-
tives also were consulted on how to operate the
equipment and how to organize the work.

When the union is consulted early in the tech-
nology development process, it is more likely to be-
come an advocate for the new technology, reassur-
ing union members that the technology will secure
mote jobs than it threatens. Union officials who
part pate in the selection or preliminary imple-
mentation process do this recognizing that they may
be taking political risks in order to serve the long-
term interests of their members.

Since new technology may increase the job
evaluation point value of the impacted jobs, some

union leaders are reluctant to become involved at
the design stage for new technology for fear they
will become co-opted and unable to represent mem-
ber interests when the bargaining issues come on
the table.

At Boeing, this dilemma was resolved by insti-
tuting an annual technology briefing for top IAM
officials. Long-term trends in CAD/CAM, robot-
ics, and composite materials were dealt with in
these annual sessions. However, for specific tech-
nology projects union officials were not involved at
the strategic stage, thereby leaving them free to pur-
sue the distributive issues of staffing and pay levels.

Deal with Potential Constraints

We have mentioned the many aspects of the
organization that may need to be redesignedin-
cluding jobs, pay schemes, selection procedures,
training, structure, and performance management.
The ideal organization can be introduced readily in
a greenfield site with a new work force in a favor-
able labor market. More typically new technologies
are introduced into more constrained environments
req.iiring adaptations. We treat here how con-
straints may be imposed by union contracts on the
one hand and the existing skills and attitudes of
supervisors on the other.

Unions often limit to some extent the flexibility
that is otherwise appropriate for operating new
technology, precluding for example the integration
of operating and maintenance work. The union
principle of seniority also often constrains the selec-
tion process. Where tlre technology raises skill de-
mands, increases capital intensity, and renders the
system more sensitive to mistakes, effective utiliza-
tion of manufacturing technology is more depen-
dent than ever on selecting the best talent available
for operating positions.

In some cases, management has been unable to
negotiate changes in the traditional way ability and
seniority are balanced. An appliance plant's proce-
dures are typical of facilities where management
introduced only modest changes. The managers
classified the new, multiskilled operator position
above other jobsin part to minimize bumping
during layoffsbut they instituted no new selection
procedures. Accordingly, they encountered problems
when the new pay rate for this job attracted 50 bids
for the first 6 positionsmany from applicants who
lacked the basic verbal and quantitative skills to
absorb the training. The labor contract mandated
training for the senior employees who bid on the
job, however, so management's only screening op-
tion was to spell out the job's multiple duties and
encourage self-selection. Although about half the
applicants withdrew, the managers realized that in
the future they would need to negotiate a change in
the selection process so that the most proficient op-
erators would have a chance at the training.
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The NRC study found more innovative selec-
tion processes in other unionized plants. At an axle
plant, for example, applicants for skilled jobs com-
pleted an eight-hour assessment of their technical
and interpersonal skills, conducted by a local com-
munity college. They were given a foul- to sbc-hour
skill-level inventory, which included simulated
problem-solving exercises, and then attended a fam-
ily night with their spouses to discuss the program.
The 45 applicants who remained from an initial
group of 100 we. then ranked by seniority Some
of them declined the new jobs; 16 were eventually
placed. Many dropped out because working in Cie
new plant involved shift work or demanded higher
performance standards than they were prepared to
accept. Others declined because they felt unquali-
fied or had only a few years to go before retire-
ment and did not want to waste the company's
investment.

A unionized diesel engine plant devised a mul-
tistep process in which the 250 initial applicants
were divided into small groups and given a four-
hour briefing on the technology and the new job's
duties and expectations. Those who persisted were
interviewed by a committee of two manufacturing
supervisors and two union representatives. The
union representatives went out of their way to warn
applicants how different the new operation would
be and cautioned them to reflect on their interests
and aptitudes. liking the interview results into ac-
count, as well as attendance records, seniority, ex-
perience, and any evaluation records, the same
committee made the fins! selection.

The general point is that managements and
unions can devise ways to consider criteria other
than seniority without losing workers' confidence in
the fairness of the selection process.

Another juncture for these creative arrange-
ments arises when work-force reductions are re-
quired. At an auto plant with a CIM system the
parties worked out a procedure whereby senior
workers could not bump CIM system operators, but
would "back fill" positions vacated by individuals
who were on a "qualifiable' listin turn the latter
moved into the unit to displace the junior people
who would then be placed on layoff.

The unions involved pursued these innovations
because union officials, as much as their counter-
parts in management, appreciated the importance
of selecting people who would be able to perform
well. They understood that the effectiveness of the
new technology ---and thus the plant's competi-
tivenesswould depend on the performance of the
operators. And they were cones about wasting
money training the wrong people.

Supervisors' predispositions can be as much a
constraint on the effective utilization of certain
technologies as the union contract. We have empha-
sized the importance of a set of ch-ganizational ide-
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ale to guide technology development. However, even
if the system is designed to be managed in a pre-
scribed way, there is no guarantee the managers ac-
tually in charge of the system will manage in the
intended spirit. An aspect of the organizatkm that
is especially susceptible to differing managerial
predispositions is the approach to performance
management.

In a case involving a decision support system
for paper machine operators, which gave ft= the
cost information and process expertise they needed
to operate with more autonomy, supervisors of the
operators felt threatened by their loss of relative
power and began to use the monitoring capacity of
the system to tighten their supervisory control
(Bronsema and Zuboff, 1914).

A study of the Internal Revenue Services (IRS)
implementation of its Automated Collection System
(ACS) by Chalykoff (1988) found that supervisors
differed in terms of their use of the computer-aickd-
monitoring feature of the ACS. This feature en-
abled supervisors to monitor an employes terminal
work and phone interactions with taxpayers. Some
supervisors tended to use this capacity in ways that
developed employees, while others used it in ways
that made employees feel controlled and sub-
jugated. These patterns reflected the dispositions of
supervisors, dispositions that would be influential
even if the ACS planners had been more prescrip-
tive about how the monitoring capacity was to be
used.

In another technology introduction at IRSthe
issuance of lap-top computers to 14,000 ecaminers
the Reasury Workers' Union insisted on an agreement
that use or lack of use of the new PCs could not be
consideted in performance appraisals. While such a
policy was understandable given the union's cower=
that supervisors might exert undue pressure on the
examiners to use the new tool, such a restriction is
certainly untenable for the long run and illustrates a
generally adversarial relationship and lack of Involve-
ment by the union in the early phases of decision
making regarding new technology.

Thus the paper min and IRS cases underscore
the need for implementation methods that include
efforts to enlist the support of all stakeholders.

Conclusion
In this paper we have outlined an approach to

the introduction of new technology that combines
mutual commitment regarding the design of the
employment relationship with a collaborative labor-
management relationship (if a union is present).
The elements of this approach to mutual influence
that include employment security, training, con-
structive climate, and extensive participation apply
equally well to the challenge of implementing
change in a nonunion setting.



The alternative and more traditional compli-
ance/adversarial approach may produce results
sooner, but the scope of the change is limited and
the organization does not develop any capacity to
adjust in the future. Indeed, subsequent introduc-
dons of technology will require another round of
push and control by management.

A shift to the mutual influence model starts
with a recognition by the parties that there must be
a better way of introducing technology and con-
dming their affairs. It is our experience that most
employees are more than ready to embrace such an
approach. Even unions which historically may have
opposed new technology and adhered to an adver-
sarial orientation are much more willing to engage
in cooperative endeavors as long as there are bene-
fits in terms of employment security and greater
involvement.
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Discussion
A highly charged issue in adopting new tech-

nologies concerns the testing and screening of em-
ployees to determine their qualifications for operat-
ing the new equipment. This often is especially
important in the adoption of computer-based man-
ufacturing and office automation technologies be-
cause of the fact that, as Paul Osterm in's paper
noted, the skills required to operate these technolo-
gies differ from those associated with oar process
technologies. Morton Bahr raised the testing issue,
noting that many workers, especially older workers,
are extremely anxious about their ability to pass
tests and thereby retain their positions within firms
adopting new technologies. He argued that testing
has not been employed in a logical or consistent
manner by many firms. For instance, many workers
who have been out of school for a number of years
find it difficult to pass formal written tests without
some preparation. At one AT&T installation, Bahr
reported, employees with as many as 25 years of
experience who couldn't pass a written test were
being laid off at the same time that new workers
were being hired who had little or no loyalty to the
firm and no demonstrated discipline or familiarity
with the overall production process. More recently,
however, a number of the Bell operating companies
have develtsped policies to help workers prepare for
diagnostic skills tests:

Just a few weeks ago, we worked out with
Sell South a 15-month prowess wham each
warier who is so affected will have a
coach.. . . I don't believe them 1 going to
be a problem with anybody not being able to
move into the new work in the entire Bell
S o u t h Company. . . .

William Burrus (Executive Vice President,
American Postal Workers Union) argued that the
Postal Workers, like most other unions, have sup-
ported the introduction of new technology, in con-
trast to the widespread perception that unions op-
pose new technology in the workplace. Burrus
argued, however, that many unions find it difficult
to deal with the consequences of new technologies
when they are brought into the decisionmaking and
implementation processes very late in the game:

. . . we am brought in way downstream.
. . . And when we are brought in at that
stage, there is automatic resistance, not the
type of resistance that occurred in this
country in the 'llfle and '30s, but the reeks-
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lance of the '80s that you are not involving
the working people, the people who are
forced to work that equipment.

Another recurrent i ;sue in technology adoption
within the unionized we rkplace concerns the rela-
tionship among the unit n, management, and indi-
vidual workers. For instance, worker participation
in such cooperative efforts as Quality of Work Life
(QWL) and Employee Involvement (El) programs
may involve direct communication between manage-
ment and the worker, outside the union's jurisdic-
tion. Is this a threat to the union? This question
was raised by William Burrus, who noted that his
union had not involved itself in QWL and El pro-
grams in order to avoid being bypassed:

. . . sae the Engine,' language provides us
with mom descriptive weeds for our seletionship,
we we left wllit the term adversarial. . . We
Wave that very basically from the emplopy's
ester oink R [El and OWL mean! is an at-
tempt to estabash a relalloneNp between the
employer and the employee dkeclly, hopkig that
ht the long run it wit eihnklate the emploees'
view of the wean Rest and perhaps in the next
generation or three generations down the mad,
they will find the it is no longer necessary for
them to hem an intennerilenj to speak for
them. . . .

Morton Bahr described the origins of QWL/E1
programs in the Bell System (as it was then known)
after 1980, noting that "I was one of the skeptics in
1980," and discussed tactics for introducing such
programs:

. . . where you try to put a OWL process In
a location wham the union is weak, you are
going to kw the union in the location.
. . . So you select the partkipants in the
proms, and we make ewe that where we
put ft in the load union is strong, that there
Is a knowledgeable shop stewed who is on
that committee and that the matters that are
reserved for collective bargaining am not
discussed. . . . And our experience no
some 8 years War, has been largely positive,
not 100 poniard. There are a number of fag-
ures, but I am now persuaded that this Is the
road that we have to follow.
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Joseph Mahon noted in reaction to Burrus's
comments that many of the employee involvement
activities of the Postal Service arc responses to em-
pkyee desires, rather than attempts to bypass union
representatives:

Whet we do like, and what we think the em-
ployees went, is [to how.] them talk to on,
and they will do It, whether a process Is Cle-
ated or not. We can see It. The new values
of the present work tome we much different
than they were 20 yeses ago. Our trammuch,
our observation tell us that people, no mat-
ter what union they are in, no matter what
bargaining unit they are in, want to have a
say-so on where the company goes and
what their job is comosed of. . . .

'Biking up a question rust posed by Robert
User and subsequently by Robert McKersie in his
presentation, John Read suggested that one reason
for the slow diffusion of "best practice" techniques
of labor-management cooperation is the failure of
managers and, in some cases, local union leaders to
develop a plan for employee involvement that is
well- tailored to the requirements of a specific
workplace:

, . we emnetknes launch a concept out over
the work force or over the local situatiom and
expect a concept to be implemented rather
than . . . going to the situation and taking
the concept and blinking b down into lb
waft so that what you ham is something that
is oftgestble and understandable... .

We do too much exhorting of the parties Into
a vision or a concept end not enough
ingdementation-oriented [work] . if we
Of more of the!, I think the pace [of adop-
tion] would quicken... .

The group considered whether technology is
diffused more rapidly in union than in nonunion
environments. Lynn Williams argued that techno-
logical change and innovation in work force man-
agement are more likely to occur where there is a
union:

The worker . . can approach . . . the
participatory model with a much greater
sense of security about his or her own posi-
tion, whereas In the nonunion environment,
no matter . . . how much participation is
encouraged there remains in ft an element of
pakenallem, an *tenant of compsny power
to do sometiftg, whatever that may be, to
the person. It is irmouble, I think . . .
a nonunion atmosphere to go all the way in
terms of participation.

Walter Blake (Vice President, Labor Relations,
Kroger Company) commented that his company
had acquired a number of nonunion facilities in
recent years, and found that QWL and employee
involvement programs were easier to institute in the
union workplace:

Where we have a wily active union leader.
ship in our stores, . . . It works best. The
employees of the store and the management
of the etas randy start working on bon:Ines'
probers related to the customer and serv-
ing the customer better and more effectivoly,
and where we have either weaker [union]
leadership . . . or none . . . we [are] not
successful.

In response to Blake's comments, Lynn
Williams and Morton Bahr both noted that in
unionized workplaces with successful employee in-
volvement programs, the union has an opportunity
to become involved in a much wider range of issues
that influence the quality of worklife. Williams ar-
gued that ". . . instead of working on the fringe
fighting arbitration cases . . . all the time, we are
involved with the mainstream of the interests of our
members." Blake, Williams, and Bahr agreed that
in unionized workplaces with effective employee
involvement or QWL programs, grievances, arbitra-
tion cases, and the use of other formal channels for
resolving worker-management conflict drop, reflect-
ing the fact that more effective alternatives to these
mechanisms exist.

Larry McKean described Boeing's experience
with employee involvement in the introduction of
new technologies. A number of union-management
committees were established on an experimental
basis early in the decisionmaking process to discuss
the introduction of new technologies in different
production plants. Based on the success of these
experiments, a joint committee was established re-
cently to work on the design of a new production
plant in the Seattle area:

One year before we broke ground and we got
the f a c i l i t i e s m o n e y, we s at d o w n with . . .
two of our major unions that will be involved
and said, 'Hera is where we think we are go-
ing to build a new bulkiing, and we would
Wm to look at automation, cut down flow
time and . . . [mize] inventory,
[expand] employee involvement, and let us
work together on . . .

, . how do we address job security? We
did it on a handshake. We ate not going to
lay anybody off. We are going to retrain the
poop,* who would Woe to go, and see if they
don't f i t i n t o this n e w *ditty. . . .
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. . . we took MO pricVe, hourly, Warted,
some managers, miginems, and off site em-
ploys.. mid said, 'If you had a chimes to
build this bufkling, this *Wilt% your work-
place, how would you do that?. . . Benefits
were not brought up (by the entiMoyeeel.
vate actually how they would Wm to see their
work &mimed, how they would like to see
this operation proceed, and it went very,
very well. And the union folks have been
able to talk about it in their newspapers and
their writings, and we have done the same
thing.

John Read suggested that, whether or not there
is a union, the essential ingredient for cooperative
employee-management relations is leadership. Al-
though a union can bring worker leadership to the
fore, he contended, it is only one means to develop
such leadership. Other situations also can create
support for teamwork that facilitates cooperation
between workers and management.

Robert McKersie agreed that in many indus-
tries, unionized plants arc at least as receptive to
new technologies and management practices as are
nonunion establishments. He ascribed this to the
tendency for unions to be stronger in mature indus-
tries that face severe competitive pressures. Union
representation is associated with, but need not be a
cause of, innovation. He argued that innovations
are often initicted in the nonunion sector and then
accepted out of necessity by unions.
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Robert Zager cored with John Read that
nonunion companies can be as innovative in work
force management practices as unionized
workplaces, but argued that this was likely only in
firms that have a history of delegating authority to
the workers:

But in most companies where management
prerogative is the be-aft and end-aN, It Is al-
most knposable to have a brig Coop.
Arrive relational* unless them is a strong
uncut, and the maws for that is *dm sin-
pie. What you we asking people on the shop
floor to do is bubble aqa Mash ideas. Every
time they do that, they attack the authmfty
of supervisors and middle management, and
the only way to break tinough thatit is a
perfectly natural resistmme . . . Is with
the count/veiling strength jai a union].

Echoing an earlier comment by Lynn Williams,
Morton Bahr noted that most union-sanctioned em-
ployee involvement agreements specify that any pro-
ductivity gains mug not result in anybody losing
his job. This provision strengthens the incentive of
workers to participate in these programs and, in
his view, facilitates the introduction of innovative
work force management practices in unionized
workplaces.



New Technology and
Continuous Learning

A Paper Prinmred by

Robert Zager
Vice Pmeldent, Policy litudkm
Work in America institute

n leading-edge, highly competitive compan-
ies, training for new technology has moved
from the periphery toward the center of

managerial concern. Gradually, trainingor, more
accurately, organized learningis becoming an inte-
gral and continuing part of every job. This, in turn,
requites employers to provide a reasonable measure
of employment security, as a means of protecting
their investment in people. It also compels them to
manage organized learning as productively as
possible.

This pervasive training has spurtedand has
served as a vehicle forincensed cooperation be-
tween management and the work force. And where
em*oyees are represented, it has stimulated man-
agements and unions to find new ways of helping
each other, without diminishing either side's vigor
in the pursuit of separate interests in collective
bargaining.

The most common occasion for training for
new technology is when the employer wants to pre-
pare employees to implement a particular piece of
hardware or software. Implementation, however,
goes far beyond "operation" in the usual sense. In
order to use a piece of technology profitably, an
organization must do much more than operate it; it
must also design for it, power it, load and unload
it (with information as well as physkal material),
adjust it, repair it, maintain it, improve it, and
adapt it to new uses. In addition, the piece of new
teehmlogy may have to be coordinated with other
pieces of new or existing technology. Each of these
functions is at least as difficult, technically, as

operating and calls for its own set of skills and
knowledge.

The decision to adopt new technology carries
with it the demand for new skills and knowledge,
but it does not determine which indtviduels
acquin which skills and knowle lge. It the employer
asks employees simply to follow instructions and to
ask for help when something gees wrong, manage-
ment will give them a bare minimum of training
but make sure that higher-level professionals and
managers know enough to the gap. On the
other hand, if the employer expects all employees to
take responsibility for continuous improvement of
quality and productivity, management will encour-
age and help their workers to learn as much about
the new technology as they car

Companies that compete on the basis of qual-
ity of product or service have been most assiduous
in ensuring that new skills and knowledge permeate
the organization. Rigorous inspection, removal of
faults, and correction of fault-creating conditions
must take place at every stage. Although the em-
ployer could, in theory, make these things happen
by multiplying the number of quality inspectors
and controllers, the cost and contusion would be
fearsome. The alternative, which has been adopted
with great success, has been to give workers the
knowledge, skills, and opportunity to do it them-
selves. Similar considerations affect the repair and
maintenance of new technology. The training conse-
quences of electing to "smarten-up" the workers
instead of "dumbing-down" the work stand out
most starkly in the case of computer-integrated
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manufacturing systems.
Implementation is not the only or most impor-

tant occasion. Training is also essential when the
organization has to decide what new products and
services to produce, how to produce the new prod-
ucts and services, or which new processing technol-
ogy to select. Although training for these purposes
is usually provided only to higher-level professionals
and managers, a few companies have included ordi-
nary workers, too, with remarkable results.

Toward Continuous Learning
The new conditions of the global marketplace

are pushing major employers toward continuous
learning. Continuous because internal and external
needs change so rapidly, and because employers are
realizing that if higher quality and productivity are
the goals, everyone in the organization has to be
brought into the act. Learning, rather than training,
because learni ; puts the emphasis on the aid
i.e., acquisition of knowledge and skillswhereas
training puts the emphasis on the means i.e.. how
someone gets someone else to acquire knowledge
and skills; and because learning implies that the
learner is an active partner in the process, not
merely an empty vessel into which knowledge is
poured.

While individual companies practice one or
more pieces of the continuous learning model, none
known to us has adopted it completely. The essen-
tials are these:

Ltorning is an everyday part of every job. The
line between job performance and learning
disappears.

N Employees, in addition to mastering the skills
specific to their immediate tasks, are required
to learn the skills of others in their work unit.
They are also required to understand the rela-
tionship between their work unit and the or-
ganization as a whole, and to be familiar with
the operation and goals of the business.

it4 Free-form interaction among employees,
teams, trainers, and managers is encouraged
and institutionalized.

to Employees are required to transmit their job
knowledge to, as well as learn from, co-
workers.

Continuous learning can be sustained only if it
is institutionalized in appropriate structures and
mechanisms. For example, professionals and man-
agers may negotiate training goals with their bosses,
as part of management by objectives (MBO) or in
connection with a periodic performance appraisal.
In train-the-trainer programs, "content experts" in
the organization gain the skills to deliver, and
sometimes also to design, courses which would oth-
erwise requite professional trainers. In continuous
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kerning centers, employees voluntarily teach and
learn from one another more pre tctive ways of
using a particular technology to wnich all arc as-
signed. Members of semiautonomous work teams,
as a regular part of the job, train and are trained
by one another. A different sort of institutionaliza-
tion occurs when an employer and its unions jointly
administer all or part of the training process, such
as needs analysis, course design, instruction, evalu-
ation, and funding.

It is highly advantageous that trainees should
be involved (directly or through chosen representa-
tives) in every aspect of designing and delivering
training programs. Not only managerial employees
but ordinary workers have much to contribute. 'Bik-
ing part in needs analysis gives them a chance to
apply their knowledge and to become familiar with
the technology they are to learn. They know which
skills they possess and which ones they do not, and
this ensures that the training will not be redundant.
licking part in the selection, design, inspection, and
assembly of the new technology itself gives them
invaluable insights and allows them to bring work-
place realities to the attention of the engineers while
changes can still be made. Designing the content
and method of a program is a form of training,
and it helps ensure that the program will match the
trainees' state of knowledge. Serving as trainers has
similar effects.

Our cases report employees of every level tak-
ing part in activities of all of these kinds, to the
benefit of the employer and themselves.
Professional trainers maximize their own contribu-
tion by providing advice and support as the trainees
request it.

Learning by Objectives
Companies in high-tech businesses have evolved

a variant of management by objectives as the vehi-
cle for involving technical, professional, and mana-
gerial employees in the analysis of their own train-
ing and development needs. Usually as part of a
formal MBO system, manager and employee sit
down together and negotiate a written agreement
on the technical and professional training the sub-
ordinate will undertake in the coming six months or
year. At the end of the period they review the out-
come and decide what further training is called for.
Both understand that the subordinate's .?teer will
be shaped by these decisions.

In 1984, a division of Xmas Milted training to
Its system of performance feet:back and de-
vekpment (PM). The system requires that
each employee and his or her manager
jointly write down the performance and
learning obliectives the employee is to mach
over the coming year. At the end of the year,
they jointly measure accomilehments



asst objectives, and a summmy of the
fineftge goes into th4 Imp loyee's perma-
nent record. Employee and manager meet at
least awe during the year to ftWielli pro-
wess end, if necessary, revise objectives.
Although term hig Is not "compulsory," 40
to 50 percent of the employees enroll In
courses or workshops each year.

bin the 'Milner
if learning is to be truly continuous, the orp-

nization must look to its own resources for much
of the teaching. Exclusive reliance on professional
trams, whether internal or external, is expensive
and often redundant. Leading companies have
therefore been teaching all sorts of employees the
art of training, which content experts can learn
more readily than training experts can learn unfa-
milhu. technical content. As a bonus, the ad hoc
trainers reinforce their own knowledge.

At Joy Manufacturing Company, it became
necessary to consolidate ewes overlapping
and sometimes competing marketing units
kilo a shigle regional structure and to add
the support functions of manufacturing and
warehousing to each part. Line managers,
most of them at levels above the reiponal,
were Invited to Miami In their special skills.
First the invitees passed a train-the-bainer
Progcom. consisting of (1) an Introduction to
designing compehmayeased milts of
Motivation, and (2) basic rvesentation of
skills. Sixdr manager drafted the cause ma-
terisde he or she would use, In the form of
written units or modules. Each manager was
famed by a video camera as he or she pre-
sented pm: of the proposed course to the
rAher numageng then the manager watched
the replay, listened to the comments of the
audience, and presented a revised version.
in the judgment of the external consultant,
about two4hirds of the instructors attained
professional training proficiency within a
yINIM

At General Foods' rn . ant In Do-
ver, Delaware, mane ,errant and due United
Food and Commemal Workers (UFCW) carry
out training jointly. When a new bubbly
manual is needed, the department manager
selects a team of employees and managers
representing the affected areas or functions
operators, supervisors, professionals, and
managms may take part. The team spends
three days in lemming-task analysis, and two
days in train-the-trainer sessions.

Continuous Learning Centers
In a continuous learning center (CLC) employ-

ees who operate similar equipment come together to
learn from one another how to extract higher perform-
ance from the equipment. They do not share re-
sponsibility for output, although they may on occa-
sion help one another out. Management initiates
the center, offers guidance and support, and pro-
vides the time and place for meetings. Employees
take part on a strictly voluntary Innis, on company
time.

One division of Intel established a CLC to
help secretaries learn to use and adapt their
new personal computers. A representative
councilimmigrates who had participated
for years in department akichdonsserved
as directors. Instead of signing up for one
course at a time, secretaries became
"members" committed to attend classes and
sham knowledge with Wrong the organisa-
tion committed itself to help individual de-
velopment. encourage participation,
members view pistil)* identified as such.
Feedback took place thaw. surveys and
evaluations of CLC services. Managers con-
stantly mmununicated with members about
atirgibitione developed in other parts of the
organization and about the importance of
experimenting and stuffing ideas.

A CLC in another division, designed to sup-
port employees at all Weis in learning to
use and adapt PCs, bean by helping secre-
taries install their equipment end deal with
problems of relkdrility. Those who ekrveloped
interesting new woes demonstrated them be-
fore large groups. Those who am into trou-
ble could can a hotline for immedkrte help.

Work lbanis and Pay for Knowledge
In the past decade many factories and offices

have adopted the work-team form of organization.
A work team is a small, permanent group of em-
ployees who combine their different work assign-
ments to produce a shared output: a product, a ser-
vice, or a component. Related skills may be
integrated into a team member's job; for example,
machinists might be trained to perform not only
set-up and operating tasks but also quality inspec-
tion and minor maintenance. Managerial as well as
operating responsibilities may be included.

Central to the concept is that each job should
contain a reasonable amount of variety and self-
direction, and that each employee should have the
opportunity to learn and to add responsibilities. At
a minimum, each member learns some of the tasks
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of other members. This enables members to rotate
jobs and function in emergencies. It also implies a
heavy dose of continuous learning and flexibility in
work design.

In a growing number of companies, team
members receive a wage increment for each new
skill they master ("pay for knowledge"), whether or
not the new skill is actually applied on the job. The
concept appears to have been carried to extremes by
Johnsonville Sausage Ca, of Sheboygan, Wiscon-
sin. 'lbw Peters reports that:

"The typical Jotmeonviikt work teem does
its recrufting, hirkrg, evaluation, and firing;
regrAarly swims new skills end conducts
its own trakthig; formulates and bade its
budget nudes capital-investment ',opposite
as needed; lanais all wality conbol,
*action, and subsequent troubleshooting
and problem waving; suggests and devektps
plototypes of worm* products or peciwg-
kw; works on inn:owing everything, ail the
time; and develops quantitative standar* for
plockactivity, quaint% and improvement. . . .

"All raises are limed on merit, and most are
tied to additional education and demon-
shifted new skills. It's an extra 20 or 50
cents an hour if you take on leadership of
the fn's budgeting effort, an extra 25
cents if you tale an outside course to be-
come a trainer and than take over leaden' hip
of your team's training activities, and so
on. . . .

"All workers take a sophisticated course in
economics. But, mom km:octant, they am
encouraged, with company sumiort, to study
anything, job related or not." (Chicago
buns, JuneJune 20, 19118.)

Unions and Continuous Learning
A unionized workplace can follow a policy of

continuous learning only if the union is involved.
Widespread participation by employees in many
stages of the training process, including the trans-
mission of their own skills to others, inevitably
touches job descriptions, work rules, and other col-
lective bargaining issues.

Union involvement in continuous learning is
most effective when the parties act jointly in plan-
ning, design, and direction of learning programs at
national, regional, and plant levels, when unions
and workers jointly conduct needs analysis, decide
course-content and share the responsibility for re-
sults, and when they jointly administer funds that
finance training programs and assure long-term
commitment to goals and objectives.
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In Ford Motor Co. plants undergoing a major
changeover, a corporate gaup often takes
change of installation and training. At Ford's
truck transmission plant at StummvMe,
Ohio, which is converting to manufactuse a
sophisticated new four-speed, eischonically
confirmed automatic truck transmission, em
Payee moment has become a way of
life; so the Launch ?l fining Them, famed in
1905 and consisting of seven salaried and
five hourly employees from the plant, is we-
amiable for all training In connection with
the chamgeover.

The Launch 'Raining 'Roam has shaped ban-
big to scanionodabt the Natutal Viork Them
form of orostration on the shop floor. Al
mambos of Mural Ilibrk barns are classi-
fied as manufacturing trans (MT), re-
ceive perfor-knowledge, and agree to share
alas and information. The Launch Them has
designed two curricula for Ws an 80 -hour
come in mm-vendor-specific machine shale
and a 40-hour course in group-worldng
skills. Methods Include stand-up teaching,
hard on learning, and inftractive video
The actual training of MTs in machine skills

conckacted by any hourly worker consid-
ered expert on a particular suNect.

For equiment-specific training, members of
the launch Reining barn visit the vendor's
plant, write training objectives for the equhi-
ment, and designate skilled tradespeople
and MTh to specialize on IL The specialists
go to the vendor's plamt for extensive train-
ing and than train their fellow employees to
meet the objectives set by the Them. Attain-
ment of objectives is tested by means of
procedures designed by the Um% often us-
ing equipment built by members of the
Team.

Jointly administered training funds, such as
those in the Big Three auto companies and some of
the telephone companies, dramatically illustrate the
argument that training is a continuing need, regard-
less of economic fluctuations, and that training is
linked to employment security financed by company
prosperity. Since millions of dollars are diverted
from the wage-benefit package into these training
funds, employees have a visible stake in the fund
and a measure of control over the contents and
form of training.

The fund gives the parties more opportunities
to talk out the nature and timing of technological
changes long before the changes take place. Since
most companies ignore the impacts of change on
the organization and individuals until it is too late
to plan for them, this may prove to be the greatest
advantage of all.
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Continuous Learning and Employment
Security

Continuous learning thrives best in an atmo-
sphere of employment security, because employ-
ment security stimulates employees to give their best
efforts under conditions of continuous change. Em-
ployment security need not mean a uno-Doff
policy, which is risky in the ettumte. Workers are
realistic about an employer's ability to shield them
from the winds of economic change. They consider
it fair that they should suffer hardship when an em-
Ooyer is really in trouble, provided that the rest of
the organization shares equitably, but may resent a
situation in which the employer makes a profit by
displacing people through productivity improve-
ments and technological changes. What employees
want are assurances that layoffs or dismissals will
be used only when sacrifices are truly essential, and
that, in case of dismissal, the employer will strive
to help them get suitable jobs elsewhere.

A promise of employment security has to be
delivered as cost effectively as possible. Work in
America's 1984 report, Employment Security in a
Pre Econom describes a score of strategies for
coping with frequently encountered ',..roblems such
as: keeping work force levels permanently matched
to demand, using employees profitably during a
temporary busi3ess decline, reducing costs without
dismissals during a permanent decline, and helping
employees make the transitions to new jobs when
dismissals become unavoidable.

One key strategy entails moving employees out
of jobs that have lost their value to the employer
and into jobs that are more valuable. In today's
conditions, such a move normally entails additional
knowledge and skills, and sometimes a whole new
occupation. The organization, therefore, needs to
know in advance which jobs are on the way out
and which are on the rise; what skills and knowl-
edge the new jobs will require; which employees will
be available to learn and fill the new jobs; and
what additional training they will need.

Most employers take for granted that it is
cheaper and easier to fire employees with obsoles-
cent skills and replace them with already-trained
outsiders than to retrain existing employees to han-
dle new technology. The fact is, no one can say
confidently which option, as a general proposition,
is less costly in strict accounting terms. Each situa-
tion has a different answer. lYpically, employers
underestimate the ability of employees to learn new
skills, as svtil as the true dollar costs of firing (e.g.,
severance, unemployment compensation, bumping)
and hiring (a six-month learning curve for new em-
ployees). They overestimate the costs of retaining.

b late 1982 and early 1983, Xerox required
skilled professionals in computer engineer-
ing, electronic engineering, and computer

science, skills for which the market was
tight. At the same time, need for the skills of
many of lb current profesakmab--experf-
enced engineers, chembts, physicists, and
otherswas diminishing. With the eld of
Rochester institute of lbchnology, more than
40 professionaki with redundant skills were
given new, micessary skills.

An intensive program took the first set of
retrainees through 17 courses in 9 months,
with 18 hours of ekes per quarter. The gad-
uates received high priege from the manag-
ers who received them, but the intensity of
curricukrm caused 11 of the 29 retrainees to
drop out of the program. In the two subse-
quent itemtbna of the program, chopouts
were reduced by spreading the curriculum
over an extra three months and by providing
pre-entry refresher courses in math.

Xerox has found the program in line with the
costs of available alternatives. lb relocate a
professioneUtechnical smployee in such a
far-flung company can be very expensive. lb
dismiss one b also costly, since the com-
pany allows a redundant employee six
months at full pay to find another job, plus
severance pay and benefits. Moreover, It
must be borne In mind that hiring a new em-
ployee with the needed skills is also costly:
it takes six months for one to become fully
productive.

Pacific Northwest Bell has a Job Skills Bank
to decal with redeployments in all sectors of
management. The basic concept is simple:

IS Each management employee who
wishes to enter Ow' Be* fills out, with
the help of a hancidook, a detailed pro-
file of skills, experiences, and prefer.
once*. The profile goes into the Com-
puter and is updated annually.

9 When a management id, opens, the
personnel administrator must submit a
Job vacancy form, filled out according
to the same handbook codes.

ill The Bank's computer notifies regis-
tered employees (and their supervisors)
of ail k* vacancies for which they ap-
pear to be qualified.

BO if an employe* lo interested in a
vacancy, he or she must discuss It with
the employee's current supervisor.
Only the supervisor may nominate the
employee for the vacancy. However,
personnel administrators of the depart-
ments with vacancies are also notified
which employees are available to fill
the vacancies.
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Acconbig t0 PUB, the access of the bank
requires two conditions:

1. Precise coding of skills both In the ap-
plicant's profft and in the vacancy
notice.

2. Cooperation on the part of the appli-
cant's supervisor.

Pacific Bell (which since divestiture in 1904,
has recd its hourly work force by 20,000,
with only 500 ached layoffs) and the Con-
munications Workers of America (CWA) have
established joint mechanisms for training
and retraining in support of a policy of em-
ployment security. A Training Advisory Board
(TAB), csanprising four union and three corn-
pony representatives, advises on curricula
and courses, evaluates programs, and en-
courages employees to participate.

lb assess training needs, the TAB draws
on two sources of lamination:

1. lirchnologicid change reports, humid
quarterly by the company. These
reports finer:dud new systems and tech-
nological Manors, thek expected im-
pact on the work force, and the
projected beginning and completion
dates of each change.

2. Reports from local common Interest fo-
rums. In each major geogmhical area
of California, a joint forum, headed by
the company's lewd vice president and
the local union president, meets regu-
lady to discuss possible force reduc-
lions and how to cops with them and
transmits its findings to the TAB.

Workers are kept up to date on declining and
rising job opportunities, and training Is pro-
vided for those who volunteer to move. A
moldy updated pogrom shows enwloyees
the avalithilliv of jobs by geographic area,
department, title, salary, and so on; up-
trends and downtrends are forecast for each
management group. Employees have access
to information about career planning, job
exploration, and the workings of the compa-
ny's transfer and upgrade plan. Customized
computer programs help emigoyees to deter-
mine skill requirements for specific jobs and
to assess their aptitudes for those MS% in-
dividual career counseling will be avallable.
When the conwimy ithmtifies an ems of jar
growth, it works with community colleges
and the CWA to develop curricula for re-
training anuses. The names of those who
complete the courses go into the The, ready
when the iime comes. Employees can take
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virtually ail off-the-jr* training at no coat,
but on their own tine. Those interested kr
jobs outside the company receive outplace-
ment services.

Context Learning
In order to maximize the success rate in re-

training employees for new occupations within the
firm, employers are paying closer attention to what
may be called context learning. Knowledge and
skills Mated to the operating processes of the work
unit are essential, but employees must also under-
stand in some detail how the work unit actually
operates, its objectives, the kinds of problems that
arise, how people in the unit share responsibility,
where to turn for help, what sort of performance
the supervisor expects of employees, and how the
unit interacts with other parts of the farm (espe-
cially its internal customers).

Normally such things are learned on the job,
after the employee joins the work unit. However,
when a significant proportion of retraining consists
of classroom or other off-the-job instruction and
this takes place before joining the work unit (which
is the usual case), the effectiveness of retraining
may be seriously impaired.

Hew,vtt-Packard finds that it needs fewer
people to numufecture and assemble prod-
ucts end more people to fin the in ugly
sophisticated technological jobs In the of.
flee. Since HP does not * off except as a
last resort (only two badman she 1939), it
has chosen to deal with the growing job mho.
match through retraining.

A pilot program for divisions In the San
Francisco Bay Area began in .hue 1086. A
core set of skills was designed to fi l jobs in
the six categories of greatest demand: elec-
boas Ada processing support, computrr
operator, adndnistmtive siwport, totem Is&

rwemkor, secretruy, and field and factory
order processing support The 35 pilot tridn-
ees received core training In math, EnOsh,
typing, office procetkires, time numagements
and introduce= to computers, over a period
of three months. By September 1985, most
retrainees had been pieced in their new po-
anions, with enthusiastic feedback tom hir-
ing supervisors and department managers.

The program mined academic and on-
the-job training. A mentor with *act knowl-
edge of the chosen field provided each
trainee hikamation and Monad on-the-job
training experiences.

Upon acceptance, candidates and conwany
signed an agreement outlining ruponsibill-



tbs. The trainee apses to complete on-the-
job trakft sialmed by the cweer mentor
said to imp supervisors and program cow&
nabs* Wormed about the trabee's
prowess. The frame's current supervisor

zgeradjust work **bubble and respon-
so as to boasts retrabing and job

placement The Whig supervisw agrees to
Owe the trainee detailed information about
what the job entail and to work with the
trainee's crier mentor to get the most out
of on-the-job tralrOng. The prow= coordi.
nabrs of the sending and hiring units agree
to oversee the program, work closely with
tin swervisore and mew mentors, and die-
cuss braining progress with the trainee.

Mabee* were told about the community col-
lege system, effective learning and study
techniques, test taking, career planning, and
interpessonid rebtions. They toured the
community college and met instructors and
Whew college omits.

Aux hg to HP, treeing worked best for
those who were placed In their new jobs
seedy In the program. They quickly become
familiar with the new work environment and
thus were able to grasp the ntlevance of the
training.

Cost-Effective Design and Delivery of
Programs

As companies put more resources into training
and retraining, their concern about the cost-
effectiveness of that expenditure grows. The con-
cept of cost-effectiveness arises in two quite differ-
ent contexts. The first involves deciding whether to
spend money on training as against other forms of
investment (e.g., land, buildings, equipment, addi-
tional staff). In the current state of the art such an
application of the concept does not persuade deci-
sion makers one way or the other.

How much should an employer spend on train-
ing (e.g., as a percent of revenues)? At present
there are no useful answers. Employers and profes-
sional trainers have yet to agree on how to more
the costs of training. For another thing, company
figures rangc all over the lot, from 9.5 percent of
!avenues down to 0.2 percent. Third, a company's
expenditures on training depend on the type of in-
dustr% the company's size and prosperity, its per-
sonnel policies and practices, and so on, which
makes inter-company comparisons tenuous, at best.
Finally, the question assumes that all training is
uniformly efficient, that value is commensurate
with cost, and that the need for training is infinite.

These assumptions are clearly unwarranted. A more
useful question for employers is, How much must
the company spend on training in order to acquire,
as economically as possible, the skills necessitated
by corporate strategy?

The second kind of decision involves choosing
between one training program and another as alter-
native mutes to essential training objectives. lbday
the realistic choice is not just between programs A
and B, but among A,B,C,D, and so on. This appli-
cation of the cost-effectiveness concept is both fea-
sible and necessary, even though each company
must devise its own formula.

Very fes. companies evaluate training systemati-
cally. Evaluation should take place before and after
a program is carried out. When a program is pro-
posed, higher management should gauge its proba-
ble effectiveness against the following criteria:

Are the objectives (people to be trained, skills
to be acquired) necessitated by corporate
strategy?
Is the content of the program sufficient to
achieve the objectives?
Is it only what is necessary for the purpose?
Does the program make correct assumptions
about the current knowledge of the trainees?
Does the program make use of the best avail-
able delivery systems?
Does the program make the best use of the
chosen system?
Do program design and deliver take account
of the latest knowledge about how adults
learn?

111 Is documentation of the program sufficient to
ensure its maintenance and quality control?

111 Does the program provide for measurement,
evaluation and validation from the beginning?
How much will the program and delivery sys-
tem cost?
is the delivery system easy to use? Is it readily
available when the trainee is ready? Can it be
used under varied conditions?
Will the program, as delivered, hold the stu-
dents' attention?
How rapidly can the trainees reach the skill
objectives with this program and delivery sys-
tem, as compared with the alternatives?

After the program has been completed, the em-
ployer should ask: Were the skill objectives valid in
terms of corporate strategy? How fully were the
objectives attained? Was the training performed
within budget?

Who should evaluate how well the program has
achieved its skill objectives? In principle, those on
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whose behalf the training was performedthe
trainees, the manager, and higher management. The
trainees can judge whether they enjoyed the training
and whether they feel they learned something use-
ful. But the manager (especially if costs are charged
to his budget) is the one most directly concerned
with whether trainees have actually acquired the
promised skills. On the other hand, the validity of
the objectives can be determined only by those who
set corporate strategy. Supervisors may know what
they want to gain through training, but their ideas
do not necessarily reflect corporate strategy.

Cost and effectiveness are closely entwined in
the design and delivery of training. The more so-
phisticated the design and the delivery system (e.g.,
classroom, computer-based, or interactive TV train-
ing), the greater the "up-front" costs. On the other
hand, some of the most effective delivery systems
enable learning to take place at the work site, with
minimal time away from the desk or shop. Since
students' travel and lodging raise the price of train-
ing programs--indeed often far exceed the cost of
design and delivery for a major programthe more
expensive model may be more cost-effective.

IBM's systems approach to training hes five
key ingredients; (1) detailed curriculum de-
sign, based on defined business require-
merits, (2) imatructionat design for each
course, (3) course development led by inter-
disciplinary professional teams, (4) delivery
through the most advanced techniques avail-
able, and (5) measurement and evaluation at
every stage.

New delivery methods have widened the
range of choices but have also made course
design, development, and delivery too com-
plex for a single instructor. A team of highly
trained specialists I needed.

Delivery is the key to cord-effectiveness. The
push to decentralize through on -site video-
computer eyetems or interactive TV is rela-
tively recent at IBM; 75 to 80 percent of all
IBM training is via the traditional classroom.
But within the next ten years, half of IBM
training will be delivered by "student-driven"
learning - canter based methods (e.g., computer.
based training, instructional TV with
personal computer or other self -study meth-
ode using workbooks or videos). IBM sees a
potential for off-loading 50 to 75 percent of
di student days. The main advantage of off-
loading is shown by Mrs rule-of-numb cal-
culations as to how much alternative deliv-
ery systems cost:

$50 a day for on-site self-study, computer-

based training or interactive

ila

vkhrodiecs.
$150 a day for classroom educelon
within Comm dkdance hem home
(hicksies coat of education facades, in-
shucks% administrators, and menageos).

M $300 a day for classroom ecbcation at a
central eihmatirm center (des the
cost of travel to and from airports, plane
fuse, the cost of hotel, and meals).

coat-effectiveness is not WWI to cormuter.
driven methocb. Instructional TV, for exam-
ple, as provided by Nelms, Thchnological
University, combines trarfitional dassroom
instruction design with the latest in satellite
broadcasting, to help young B.S. enOmers
obtidn master's degrees through pml-time
participation In selected disciplines (booing
in mind that only 30 percent of B.S. gradu-
ates currently stay on for advanced
decagon). It also helps older professionals
barn the most advanced technology con-
cepte from leading authorities, on a non-
ova basis.

Eventually, every NTU instructor will be aide
to teach on-and off-campus students &mut-
taneously, enabling parme students at
their job sites to view the class live end,
through telephone unkellos, ask *asthma
during the dna session. Demonstrations of
this interaction through teleconferencing via
satellite have been successful. Since NTU
classes are designed to serve about 55 off`
campus students on average, classroom in-
teraction between Weller and off-campus
students can be easily accommodated.

Another cost-effective device for delivering
large-scale training programs is the consortium of
community colleges. When large numbers of em-
ployees are geographically dispersed and need class-
room courses with a consistent standard of quality,
no single institution can do the job. Several ad hoc
and permanent consortia have been formed.

GM's Automotive Services Educational Pro-
gram (ASEP) has enlisted some 40 colleges
ads over the U.S. to provide up-to-the-minute
training for technicians who will service
General Motors automotive products, espe-
cially in dealers' repair shops. (Ultima**
there will be 50, putting ASEP within reach
of every GM dealer in the U.S.) The colleges
provide faculty, curriculum, classrooms, and
administration. GM provides equipment and
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materials (includng new cars, shop =m-
ak', parts, and so on), plus free trairdng
the tawny,. The course consists of two vroogb
of rotathig eckacation and training, leeeng to
an Associate of Arts decree. The college
provides chissroom Ming; the deader pro-
vides rus-the-Ob training.

Lastly, I should like to mention an ingenious
new instruction design for the cost-effective training
of people who are literate, but only inadequately
sa According to employers, a large proportion of
young adults, and some mature workers, cannot be
trained for new technology because they lack the
basic skillsreading, writing, listening, comprehen-
sion, math. Since employers must have both new
technology and properly trained employees, they
take one or more of the following courses of
action:

Hire young adults only if they demonstrate an
acceptable degree of literacy.

te Demote or dismiss "functionally illiterate"
workers and recruit more literate ones to re-
place them.

lg Hire or retain "functional illiterates," but put
them through extensive remedial basic educa-
tion before training them for new technology.

The first approach severely restricts the supply of
job applicants. The second and third are costly and
time-consuming.

11111Miaramorzns,m:-...VI:Ac mosasNirr,,,rx,,e.tatexsvivriisainippir

Discussion

The pool of young adults available for civilian
jobs will shrink sharply between now and 1995,
thus aggravating employers' problems. On the other
side of the ledger, it must be noted that no more
than 5 percent of young adults are truly illiterate in
the sense of being unable to decode words on a
page. The great majority of people who have been
labelled "flinctionally illiterate" can read. Their
burden is that they do not comprehend well enough
to use what they have read.

The new design interweaves bask skills training
with technical training and ensures that trainees are
familiar with the content of written material before
they read or write about it. This enables
"functional illiterates" to understand and success-
fully operate new technology. Overall training time
is reduced, while the trainees' success rate is
increased. Since millions of current and future
workers will be burdened with educational deficien-
cies, employers should do what they can do to fur-
ther this development.

Those employers who provide remedial basic
education to employees and job applicants are per-
forming a public service, in addition to meeting
their own needs. They have to perform the public
service because public institutions have failed.
Should they be reimbursed by the public for the
costs of remedial education? Although Work in
America's study did not address this question, I
believe the answer should be yes, for two reasons:
(1) to reinforce the continuation of these activities,
and (2) to make public institutions more painfully
aware that they must do better.

Opening the discussion with an anecdote that
suggested the gains to management from successful
employee training programs, Morton Bahr cited the
etample of an AT&T plant manager in South Caro-
lina who allowed workers to pursue training on
company time. Although the contract did not re-
quire that the training be undertaken on company
time, the manager argued that he had more than
recouped any production losses from this liberal
policy through higher productivity and morale.

Paul Osterman raised two questions: (1) How
much is US. industry currently investing in train-
ing; and (2) Is a larger investment necessary, or is
training currently maldistributed between managers
and production workers? Robert Zager noted that
ansirers to both questions are lacking. The national
investment in training is difficult to measure.
Should it, for example, include some valuation of
the amount of employee time spent in training dur-
ing the workday? All that can be said with confi-

deuce is that the investment amounts to billions of
dollars. As for the effectiveness of training, he
added, one can look at specific programs, but there
is very little evaluation of the overall system.

William Scranton commented that the public
sector, especially state government, is very much
involved in training and suggested that a more ef-
fective national training system will have to involve
both the public and private sectors. He indicated,
however; that an effective system must provide both
a broad range of services and a diverse array of
training options. Scranton cited a pilot program
conducted at Allegheny Community College in
Pittsburgh in which a broad range of training op-
tions was combined with intensive counseling to
allow displaced workers to make their own deci-
sions about retraining and re-employment:

. It wasn't a choice that they had to
make in a vi um. it fthe program] made
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a v a i l a b l e t o t h e m . . v o u ch e r s and . . .
counseling as to what they might wait to
get Involved kr. . . . Now, the choice
wasn't infinite, but it was fix broader than
the normal program. And then once they
made the decision, they had the cyoutunlly
to be trained lo that ame. And meeting them
was a remarkable experience become to a
man and a woman . . . they at had a sense
now of control over their own destiny
whereas before they did not.

rThis prognunj solves two prabkme. ft. .
eventually VIM. people In usable jci: skids,
but It also empowers a person with a sense
of their co-respmeibility far employment
rather than making them the objects of an
economy . . just as Idoj many of the
kinds of programa we are taring about to-
My. . . are goal there is to empower
workers to make &wisdoms on levels that de-
cisions had not been made before.

Larry McKean noted that another significant
problem in worker training stems from the weak
preparation of many entrants to the labor force.
Firms increasingly have to teach basic skills to new
employees before they can train them in job-related
skills. McKean reported that the Boeing Company,
operating in a regional economy with low unem-
ployment (western Washington state), had been re-
duced to hiring workers who had high school diplo-
mas but had trouble understanding how to
complete their employment applications. According
to McKean, one-half of the 18,000 production
workers recently hired by his firm required at least
a month of remedial training in basic skills.

Morton Bahr said there is a "lost generation"
of 16-to-25 year-olds who are unemployable because
they lack basic skills. Malcolm Lovell suggested
that employer provision of basic remedial education
for employed workers and labor force entrants
might be funded through a joint program encom-
passing a Federal contribution of perhaps 20 per-
cent, matching funds by the states of an additional
25 percent, and the balance from private industry.

Alonzo Crim (Professor. Georgia State Univer-
sity, former Superintendent of Schools in Atlanta,
Georgia, and a member of the Panel on ibchnology
and Employment) noted that much of the current
crisis in primary and secondary education reflects
the fact that the demands on public schools in
many urban areas have increased dramatically as
other social institutions and support systems have
eroded. The public schools cannot bear this burden
alone and need assistance from the private sector:

What has luwpened to the family, whet has
loppened especially to tiut exterukxl family
surd community smaport systems (Is such
that) we have to begin to look at new mpg-
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zetions to give support to kids.. . . There
has to be that kind of rear/ionization of both
business and other elements of the commu-
nity to give support to the kids where, num-
ber 1, they want to stay In schoW, and, num-
ber 2, that they see some reason at the end
of the turned for item to do well while they
are in school, and I think we see a lot of that
beginning to happen.

William Burrus argued that training and edu-
cation cannot be addressed in isolation, but are
part of a larger set of problems. Better housing and
jobs, in his view, are essential preconditions to im-
provements in the education of the next generation.
A child of a family that is on welfare or has no
wage earner has neither the role model nor the in-
centive to pursue education. Pouring money into
education alone will miss a large group of individu-
als in the underclass and will perpetuate it.

Concluding the discussion, John Stepp
described the results of a study by a conunittee of
the Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development that examined the training practices of
private employers in a number of industrial econo-
mies. The study concluded that where employers
had maximum discretion to hire and fire employees,
they tended to invest less in employee training and
upgrading. Stepp suggested that this finding
reflected the tendency for the returns on such an
investment to be lost if employees move to another
firm, creating an "externality"firms do not reap
the full returns on their training investment:

Now I agree that our schools have failed us,
but I think if we simply point at the schools
and say that the problems are the illiterates
and the mklifterates, we are Ignoring a
whole class of people who need to be con-
stantly retrofitted and given new WWI. And
we need to invest tar more In them tiny, we
have in the met, and we are not willing to
do that given the easy way out that we
have. . . Until we can deal with this extm
nalities Issue, there is going to be system-
atic underInvestment by employers fin
worker training) in this country, and we are
going to suffer In terms of productivity and
competitiveness.

Sheldon Friedman agreed that there is a strong
link between employment security and training, ar-
guing that if employers do not have the option of
laying off workers, they will have stronger incen-
tives to invest in training for these workers:

Sbu can lot there tluolvh collective bargain.
Mg. lbu can get there through public policy,
but some way or mother you have got to get
to a higher level of employment security. If
you do, that will result In a lot more Invest-
ment in continuous lifelong training by
employers.



John Stepp concluded the day's discussion by
expressing his hope that this and other labor-
management dialogues would contribute to
improvement in the climate of labor-management
relations. He expressed a desire to support addi-
tional meetings and dialogues:

We need to find more venues for labor and
management and third parties to come and
to discuss and to at times argue over some
of these issues. There is too little of that,
and we am papered to try to be a wonsor
and convener of future meetings like this.

Richard Cyert, summarizing his interpretation
of the day's discussions, suggested that lying be-
hind much of the discussion is concern about the
international competitiveness of this economy. Al-
though technology is an important part of the solu-
tion to our national competitiveness problems, the
rapid introduction of new technologies can create
other problems, such as worker displacement in
specific sectors or industries and an increased need
for worker training. In some industries, the intro-
duction of new technologies leads to increased em-
ployee involvement in decisions that formerly were
the exclusive province of management. This shift in
decisionmaking authority has in some instances
made labor-management cooperation difficult, be-
cause it threatens management prerogatives and
power, especially the prerogatives and power of
middle management. All of these issues must be
addressed through a national effort that involves
government at all levels, public and private educa-

tional institutions, and the private sector, rather
than leaving individual managers and workers to
fend for themselves:

In the case of introduction of new techrol.
ogy, the tendency is to shift the [responstdi-
ity for adjustment] to individuals. It Is the
butividsois who have to give up their jobs
and find some other way of operating. . . .

Notwithstanding such challenges, Cyert con-
cluded, the important point is that with the intro-
duction of competitive technology many more jobs
can be gained than lost. Cooperation in new tech-
nology adoption can expand the total pie and create
significant gains for both labor and management.
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Service En yeas International

Ulm
Washington, D.C.

Gunner Westermatic
Director
Labor Market Section
Swedish Employers' Confederation
Stockholm, Sweden

David H. Williams, Jr.
Direr:kw, Human Resources Admin.
Alcoa
Pittsburgh, PA

Lynn R. Williams
President
United Steelworkers of American
Pittsburgh. PA

Robert Zager
Vice President. Policy Studies
Work in America Institute
Scarsdale, NY
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David C. Mowery
Study Director
Panel on Technology & Employment
Committee on Science, Engineering,

and Public Policy
National Academy of Sciences
Washington, D.C.

Dennbs Houlihan
Assistant to the Director
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Appendix B: The Panel on
Technology and
Employment

The Panel on lbchnology and Employment was
organized by the Committee on Science, Engineer-
ing, and Public Policy, a joint committee of the
National Academy of Sciences, National Academy
of Engineering, and Institute of Mme, it 1515
to analyze the effects of new technologies on em-
ployment, working conditions, wages, and work-
place health and safety, among other issues. Mem-
bers of the Panel were as follows, with their
affiliations at the time of their service on the Panel:

Richard M. Cyert (Chairman), President,
Carnegie-Mellon University

Morton Bahr. President, Communications Workers
of America

David Cass, Director, Center for Analytic Research
in Economics and Social Science, University of
Pennsylvania

Alonzo A. Crim, Superintendent, Atlanta Public
Schools

Douglas A. Fraser, Past President, United Auto
Workers; Professor of Labor Studies, Wayne
State University

Richard B. Freeman, Professor of Economics,
Harvard University

Samuel H. Fuller, Vice President, Research and
Architecture, Digital Equipment Corporation

Judith M. Gueron, President, Manpower
Demonstration Research Corporation

Anne a Krueger, Professor of Economics, Duke
University

Lawrence Lewin, President, Lewin and Associates,
Inc.

James N. Morgan, Professor of Economics and
Research Scientist, Institute for Social
Research, University of Michigan

Thomas J. Muffin, President, Energy and
Advanced lbchnology Group, Westinghouse
Electric Corporation

Eleanor Holmes Norton, Professor, Georgetown
University Law Center

D. Raj Reddy, Director, Robotics Institute, and
Professor of Computer Science,
Carnegie-Mellon University

Nathan Rosenberg, Professor of Economics,
Stanford University

William W. Scranton, Lieutenant Govern:,
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, 1979- 1987

0 Russell Sutherland, Vice President, Env ineering,
Deere & Company

Marta Tienda, Professor of Rural Sociology,
University of Wisconsin

Louise Tilly, Chair, Committee on Historic
Studies, Graduate Faculty, New School for
Social Research

Amy D. Wohl, President, Wohl Associates

The Panel on lbchnology and Employment was
supported from public and private sources. Within
the federal government, support was provided by
the U.S. Department of Labor (the Assistant Secre-
tary for Policy), the US. Department of Commerce
(the Economic Development Administration), and
the U.S. Army Recruiting Command. The following
private organizations supported the study and activ-
ities of the Panel: the AT&T Foundation, the Amer-
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lean Federation of Labor and Congress of Indus-
trial Organizations, Citicorp, the Computer and
Business Equipment Manufacturers Association, the
General Motors Fbundation, IBM Corporation, and
the Xerox Foundation.

The project also received support from the
Thomas L. Casey Fund of the National Academy
of Sciences and the National Research Council
(NRC) Fund. The NRC Fund, a pool of private,
discretionary, nonfederal funds, consists of lontri-
butions from a consor ium of private foundations
including the Carnegie Corporation of New York,
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the Charles E. Culpeper Foundation, the William
and Flora Hewlett Foundation, the John D. and
Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation, the Andrew
W. Mellon Foundation, the Rockefeller Foundation,
and the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation. Additional
funds were provided by the Academy Industry Pro-
Exam, supported by contributions from companies
that are concerned with the health of US. science
and technology and with public policy issues that
have technology content, and the National Acad-
emy of Sciences and the National Academy of En-
gineering endowments.
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